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GUIDANCE
ON
SOFTWARE PACKAGE SELECTION

S. Frankel, Editor

This report describes a systematic procedure for identifying and evaluating off-the-shelf software packages, and for incorporating the selected package into the organizational environment. Its purpose is to enable the layperson to choose and implement software packages with a minimum of dependence on technical personnel. The report provides guidance on each phase of the package selection and implementation process.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Software packages are often a cost-effective alternative to the development of custom software systems. There is a need for a framework to locate suitable packages; conduct a comparative evaluation; select the package that is the overall "best fit" for the job; and introduce the selected package smoothly and efficiently into the organization. This report provides a step-by-step description of this framework, the tasks involved, activities to be performed, and decisions to be made.

The package selection process consists of 8 component tasks:

- **REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS**
  Defining the needs that the package should satisfy and the constraints under which it must function.

- **THE REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT**
  Recording those needs and constraints in a complete and unambiguous manner.

- **IDENTIFICATION OF CANDIDATE PACKAGES**
  Identifying packages that meet the requirements.

- **ASSESSMENT OF SUPPORT NEEDS**
  Evaluating support services necessary to implement the package.

- **PACKAGE SELECTION**
  Selecting the package, based on the information gathered in the previous steps.

- **CONTRACT NEGOTIATION**
  Negotiating contracts with the package vendor and support services providers.

- **PACKAGE INSTALLATION**
  Installing the package in a planned and systematic manner.

- **PACKAGE TESTING**
  Testing the total system in which the package has been installed.

This report is intended for anyone who expects to be involved in the package selection and evaluation process, including managers, technical personnel and users. Managers should be actively involved in the process, planning and co-ordinating all of the decisions and activities. The
participation of technical personnel is important at each step of the process, from translating user needs into package requirements to insuring that the package is thoroughly tested. Involvement of procurement personnel is necessary to insure that the conditions of purchase and agreements with support personnel conform to the actual requirements. Thus, it is recommended that each of the people involved in the selection process at least scan this report, to acquaint themselves with the key issues, and read in depth those sections concerning issues which will require their particular expertise.

The process described in this report is generic, and does not address itself to project size or budget. In trying to address all the problems and issues involved, this report may be somewhat biased towards larger projects. However, even in selecting a low-cost microcomputer package, the considerations and component tasks are the same. The following procedure is recommended for microcomputer package selection:

- Read the whole report to become familiar with each task, its particular problems and decisions.
- Decide which parts of the process can be streamlined, through combining tasks and eliminating or minimizing some of the paperwork.

An important consideration in the selection of microcomputer packages is the impact the package will have on the organization. Although the package itself may be inexpensive, other factors, such as its strategic importance to running the organization; the additional costs of training personnel and revising organizational procedures; and the upheaval caused by an ill-suited selection dictate that the selection process be carefully planned and executed.
0.0 INTRODUCTION

0.1 Overview

In recent years, many organizations have discovered a practical alternative to in-house software development: the purchase of software packages that were designed to perform standard business applications, yet have the flexibility to be readily adapted to a particular organization’s needs. Although numerous software packages are now available, selection is the responsibility of the customer. Many potential users find this situation intimidating; they may be experts in the application area, but few have technical backgrounds in systems analysis.

Selecting the best available package requires both a systematic approach and an awareness of the potential pitfalls of package selection and implementation. This report presents a step-by-step procedure for buying and implementing a software package.

0.2 Background

The National Bureau of Standards’ Institute for Computer Sciences and Technology (ICST) has an ongoing effort to develop guidance for use by government personnel who are considering the purchase of off-the-shelf software packages.

An earlier report, "Introduction to Software Packages" (NBS Special Publication 500-114, April 1984), can be used as a reference document or directory. It contains information about the types of software packages which are available, the reasons for considering the purchase of a software package, methods for locating sources of information which describe software packages, and ways to effectively use the available information.

0.3 Recommended Procedure

The process of package specification, search, selection, and implementation should be divided into a series of tasks (Figure 1). These tasks are summarized in Appendix I. Package selection is accomplished through a process of successive elimination. A detailed specification of requirements is developed and used to filter candidate packages. Characteristics of different packages are compared to the specifications and the least appropriate candidates are identified early and eliminated from evaluation.
Subsequent evaluation narrows the list of candidates to a manageable number of final candidates--no more than four or five--which are then subjected to intensive scrutiny.

The selection process is designed to facilitate package implementation. Before a package is selected, the process provides for consideration of the necessity and difficulty of package modification, the quality of documentation, and the availability of necessary support. The major strengths and weaknesses of the available packages are evaluated and compared before the final selection is made.

The process presented in this report is a generic process that attempts to address the whole range of packages, regardless of the size of the organization, the complexity of the application, the size of the computer system, and the budget. Where appropriate, the process can be tailored to adjust its scope to that of the project at hand. Steps can be combined for a smaller project; the project log can be less detailed for a smaller organization. It is important, however, to first understand each step of the process, its goals and possible pitfalls. Only then can an informed decision be made about how to best adjust the selection process.
REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS
Step 1
- Formation of requirements analysis team
- Definition of current procedures
- Identification of constraints
- Estimation of package life

THE REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT
Step 2
- Development of functional specifications
- Documentation of requirements

CANDIDATE PACKAGE IDENTIFICATION
Step 3
- Identification of candidate packages
- Selection of packages for intensive analysis

Buy or Build

The Make-or-Buy Decision
Purchase software package or have system custom designed?
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SUPPORT NEED ASSESSMENT
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- Documentation review
- Modification support review
- Installation support review
- Training support review
- Maintenance support review

PACKAGE SELECTION
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- Solicitation of proposals
- Proposal evaluation
- Package quality evaluation
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- Cost-benefit analysis
- Final package selection
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PACKAGE INSTALLATION
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- Formation of the installation team
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- Post-installation performance evaluation

PACKAGE TESTING
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- Identification of test goals
- Performance of package testing
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STEP ONE: REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS

1. Formation of the requirements analysis team
2. Definition of current procedures
3. Identification of constraints
4. Estimation of package life

Before the search for a package begins, organizational needs should be assessed. Evaluation of the flow of data and paperwork within an organization can help identify points of inefficiency, where a package can be most helpful. Constraints on available package options, including hardware limitations, software interfaces, and organizational procedures, should be identified.
1.0 REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS

The largest impediment to buying appropriate software packages is that many times customers don't know precisely what they need. In order to operate efficiently, every piece of information needed should be clearly defined. Such information should be gathered and listed in the requirements document, along with a description of all required capabilities and functions.

Producing a clear and comprehensive requirements document is a critical part of the software package selection process. The requirements document becomes the basis for evaluating and comparing package options. A clear, comprehensive definition of requirements can prevent technical problems from occurring later on.

Before requirements can be committed to paper, however, they should be defined. That is the purpose of this chapter. The requirements analysis effort encompasses many tasks: researching literature for information on determining requirements for specific application areas, understanding current procedures, identifying desired changes and improvements to current procedures, and writing the requirements document.

1.1 The Requirements Analysis Team

The diverse elements of the requirements effort necessitates that the people who work on it should collectively have the following knowledge:

- An understanding of organizational policies and procedures, and experience in making policy and procedural decisions.
- An understanding of current hardware and software capabilities.
- A complete understanding of the application-area tasks that are to be computerized.
- An understanding of the perspectives, needs, and capabilities of those who will actually use the new software package.

One member of the team should be responsible for the overall requirements analysis effort. This person should also serve as the leader of the ongoing selection process. Because the choice of a software package will have many diverse effects upon organizational operations and will require a number of important operational decisions, the
leader of the requirements team should be the manager of the function(s) being computerized, or a managerial designee.

Once the requirements analysis team has been created, work can begin on software specification. The following sections are designed to assist the team in reaching a clear understanding of the organization's needs and constraints and, eventually, in producing the requirements document.

1.2 The Project File

All records, documents, and memos relating to software package specification, selection, and implementation should be maintained in a project file. This file should be accessible to all members of the team. It should contain copies of the most recent version of all materials pertinent to the requirements effort, including completed worksheets and checklists, related memos, and the requirements document. An historical project file, containing all superseded documents pertaining to the requirements effort, should also be maintained.

One member of the requirements analysis team should be appointed to take notes at each meeting. These notes should then be included in the project file. Minutes should record task assignments and the due date for each.

1.3 Defining Current Procedures

The first step in determining and specifying requirements is to develop a thorough understanding of current procedures. The process outlined here entails two basic stages. The first seeks the input of employees currently working in the application area(s). The second step involves reaching a thorough understanding of organizational operations and computerization needs.

1.3.1 Seeking organizational input

Each employee and manager who will be affected by the new package should be surveyed. One member of the requirements analysis team should be assigned to interview top management and review business plans in order to determine budgetary constraints, long-range organizational growth goals, and the amount of time the package should be expected to be useful. The results of this survey are the foundation of the entire requirements effort and should be stored in the project file.
1.3.2 Diagramming

Organizational procedures should be diagrammed in detail. The procedure described in this document involves successive creation of three types of diagrams: data flow, logical flow, and functional diagrams. Completion of the last diagram in the series, the functional diagram, provides a clear listing of inputs, outputs, and processing steps. This is helpful in writing the requirements document and will also help identify areas in which procedures could be streamlined or improved. Many managers routinely use such diagrams to gain insight into the workings of their organizations.

The following sections, which describe the diagramming procedure, are all based upon the example in Figure 2.

---

**EXAMPLE: Current Procedures, Payroll Department**

The overall tasks of a payroll department include:

1. Compensating employees for time worked/earned.
2. Maintaining internal support documentation.
3. Complying with Federal and local tax requirements.

---

**Figure 2 - Example for Diagramming**

In order to simplify the process of diagramming business procedures, each task should be divided into sub-tasks. Using the example provided in Figure 2, the following subtasks might be diagrammed:

- Collection of timecards.
- Computation, preparation and distribution of paychecks.
- Preparation of payroll journal.
- Preparation of labor analysis.
- Preparation and filing of payroll tax returns.
- Preparation and distribution of employee W-2 forms (at the end of the calendar year).

After each of these subtasks has been diagrammed, they should be combined to create a single diagram of the overall task.
1.3.2.1 Data flow diagrams

Data flow diagrams should identify all potential sources of package input and output and delineate the kinds of processing the data undergoes. They are created by identifying organizational outputs, delineating every input required for each output, and defining the different stages of processing required.

Data flow diagrams should use the job titles (or names) of the people in the office and the actual names or numbers of forms that are used. The procedural flow should be detailed with respect to data.

When creating data flow diagrams, use arrows and either circles or boxes. Each circle should be filled in with a person's title or name. The arrows between the circles should be labeled with the tasks that must be completed before the person in the circle to which the arrow points can begin his/her task. Arrows pointing into circles but not coming from another circle should be labeled with those outside products (for example, wage and deduction information) necessary for performing given tasks. Be careful to list all information that is prerequisite to completion of diagrammed tasks.

Figures 3 and 4 present three sample data flow diagrams; they represent a hypothetical procedural flow for the Payroll Department used in the Figure 2 example.

1.3.2.2 Logical flow diagrams

After data flow diagrams have been completed, they should be used to help produce logical flow diagrams. Logical flow diagrams eliminate extraneous data and show only the information required to perform a function, the processing required, and the end product.

Logical flow diagrams are particularly helpful in producing a requirements document because they detail all system inputs and outputs and describe the necessary processing. Logical flow diagrams place tasks (which were noted above the connecting arrows in the data flow diagrams) in separate circles. Original inputs and final outputs are emphasized by being placed at the beginning and end of the diagrams, respectively.

Three examples of logical flow diagrams are presented in Figure 5.
This represents a procedure in which Heather collects the time cards and gives them to Laura. Laura, using outside information on wages and deductions, computes total pay, deductions, and net pay, and then gives her computations to Tom. Tom, using blank checks, types the paychecks and gives them to Heather, who then distributes them.

Figure 3 - Data Flow Diagram

After each subtask has been diagrammed, the corresponding logical flow diagrams should be integrated to create one overall logical flow diagram for the entire application. Figure 6 is a sample overall logical flow diagram.

1.3.2.3 Functional diagrams

The integrated logical flow diagram should be used to create a functional diagram to sort out all inputs, outputs, and processing, and to define the methods of distribution. For each function in which the software package will have a place, the functional diagram will delineate the inputs and processing required for its accomplishment, the processing required to turn inputs into outputs, what actual physical output there is, and how it is distributed. In functional diagrams, different symbols should be used to differentiate distinct types of events. Standard symbols are suggested in Figure 7.
This example overlaps slightly with the one in Figure 3. After Laura computes total pay, deductions, and net pay, she also gives the information to Bob, who enters it into the payroll journal. Bob then gives the payroll journal to Jim, who uses it in producing the labor analysis report, which he sends to the main office. Jim returns the payroll journal to Bob.

This overlaps with the example above. Bob not only gives the payroll journal to Jim, he gives it to Linda, who, using other forms and instructions, prepares both the payroll tax returns and the employee W-2s. She returns the payroll journal to Bob, gives the payroll tax returns to Tom, who files them, and gives the W-2s to Heather, who then distributes them to all employees.

**Figure 4 - Data Flow Diagrams**

Dependent processes should be placed under those which must precede them. Indicate dependent relationships by the use of downward arrows. Arrows indicating inputs should always point into the left side of figures, and arrows representing outputs should always come from the right side.
Figure 5 - Logical Flow Diagrams

Figure 8, a functional diagram of the payroll example, illustrates the usefulness of such diagrams. They simplify identification of those areas that can most profit from automation. Suppose the data from the timecards were entered into a computer package that includes printers capable of producing the W-2, payroll tax return, and required blank check form. Standard software package capabilities include computation of total pay, withholdings, and net pay (if wage and withholding information is in the package data base); preparing and printing checks; payroll journal maintenance; labor analysis; production of payroll tax returns and W-2 preparation; storing all of these types of information; and sending the labor analysis report to the main office via electronic mail.

The completed data flow, logical flow, and functional diagrams should be stored in the project file.
1.4 Improving Current Procedures

Requirements definition can be a prime opportunity to improve the efficiency of office procedures. The functional diagram can be analyzed to identify potential areas of improvement. Improvements can be achieved by reducing redundancy in current processes or by the addition of efficiency-enhancing package functions, such as:

- Automatic file sorting.
- Global file updating.
- Automatic data validation.
- Query capabilities.
- Data sharing between functions or applications.
1.5 Constraints

Once organizational procedures have been defined, constraints on the prospective software packages should be identified. Software packages should conform to the hardware and software environment in which they will operate and should accommodate any organizational circumstances or restrictions that may apply.

1.5.1 Hardware environment

Hardware components should be considered when purchasing software packages because they impose potential constraints upon the software package. Each of the following hardware components can limit appropriate package options:

- Central Processing Unit (CPU)—the main computer
- Disk drives
- Tape drives
- Terminals (CRTs and keyboards)
- Printers
- Total available computer memory.
If computer resources will be shared with other groups, this should be taken into account.

When considering whether to buy new hardware, it is important to remember that--although it may be expensive--buying new hardware can be more cost-effective in the long run than using outdated or ill-designed hardware. In most applications, the cost of hardware is far exceeded by software costs over the system's life. The cost of any new hardware required by candidate packages will be accounted for in the final cost-benefit analysis guiding package purchase.
If both hardware and software will be purchased (as in an initial computerization or total upgrade), it is usually best to find an appropriate software package first, and then purchase hardware that can run it. Hardware and software act as mutual constraints on one another; but the software comprises the most important portion of a data processing system.

1.5.2 Cost constraints

In most organizations, a major constraint on the purchase of an appropriate software package is cost. The most useful way of assembling a computer system is to determine the maximum budget beforehand. Software, hardware, and ancillary budgets can then be set at levels that make optimal use of the available resources. Sometimes, it is less expensive to buy an entirely new system than to try to make a software package run on an old, inappropriate system.

Section 5.6 on cost-benefit analysis can be used to make a rough determination of the cost savings that can be expected from the software package purchase. When calculating package cost, the costs of anticipated benefits from the package (for example, increased efficiency, increased accuracy, increased productivity, etc.), and the costs of maintenance, training, modification, and other necessary support should be included.

The goal of the package search is to find the most efficient way to satisfy organizational needs. A realistic assessment of the costs and benefits of computerization is essential. The assessment should also include consideration of budget, organizational resources, and the impact of growth on data processing needs.

1.5.3 Other constraints

Constraints such as the delivery time of a software package, its expected life, and the availability of in-house maintenance personnel all help determine the type of package that is most appropriate. Although these constraints are not functional requirements, they do belong in the requirements document and will serve as evaluation criteria when selecting a software package.
1.6 Estimating Package Life

In order to choose a package appropriately, it is important to estimate how long it will be expected to remain useful. Although it is not subject to wear and tear in the way that capital equipment is, a software package can become obsolete as a result of changes in the application it supports, changes in the software and hardware with which it interfaces, or changes in organizational needs and procedures.

Knowing how long a package will be needed is essential to making a cost-effective comparison of different data processing alternatives. The benefits of including a function, or group of functions, will be spread over the time a software package is used. Comparing different options includes comparing the costs and benefits a package will yield after it is purchased, as well as estimating the long-term efficiency savings and maintenance and training costs.

The primary factor influencing the useful life of a software package is the anticipated change in the application it will support. A certain degree of flexibility is designed into most packages, but there is some point at which change cannot be economically accommodated.

Organizational growth is one example. A package is usually selected with some growth potential in mind. Data handling capacities and response times are degraded as system load increases, and the memory capacity of a system can be exceeded. In fact, this is the most common major maintenance problem associated with software packages. By estimating how long a package is likely to be used, the maximum amount of required growth potential can be estimated.

If anticipated policy or procedural changes will have major effects on an application, the life of the package may be shortened. The estimated life of the package should not exceed the period that such changes can be reasonably predicted. The likelihood of significant changes in the duties, values, or capacities of the organization will serve as constraints on the package selection.

The projected life of a software package should be long enough to justify the initial expenditure. If the efficiency savings from the package will not be enough to justify the purchase price, it is probably not an appropriate purchase. If major organizational changes are likely in the near future, it is often best to postpone selection of a new software package until the changes have taken place.
STEP TWO: THE REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT

1. Development of functional specifications
2. Documentation of requirements

The organizational and functional requirements should be precisely stated in terms of specific package characteristics. A format is presented for the requirements document, which will be used to communicate requirements to vendors and to help evaluate different package options.
2.0 THE REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT

2.1 Purpose Of The Requirements Document

The next step in selecting a package is producing a comprehensive requirements document that describes, in detail, the characteristics that are required from the package. This document should define what inputs and outputs the package must handle, what kinds of processing are required, what reports the package is expected to produce, and all other important details of package performance.

Production of a requirements document is a crucial part of package selection. It allows software package needs to be precisely considered and identified and relates those needs clearly and completely to potential package vendors and developers. The additional expense and trouble caused by installation problems of an inappropriate package can be mitigated or eliminated by using a carefully drafted requirements document.

The requirements document serves a number of important functions, which are described below. Table 1 lists these functions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 - Functions of a Requirements Document</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>o Basis for comparison of different packages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Clarity of requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Achieving internal agreement on package needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Program design specification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o Identification of the criticality of different aspects of the application</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Basis for comparison of different packages.** Because the requirements document describes the needed software package completely, it can be used as a standard to compare different packages. The requirements listed in the document can be used as package selection criteria. The relative strengths and deficiencies of different off-the-shelf packages can be compared by evaluating each with respect to the requirements document.

**Clarity of requirements.** The requirements should be clearly, concisely and completely described, in order to evaluate different package options.
Achieving internal agreement on package needs. Very often the choice of a software package will help determine future organizational methods and priorities. Thus, all major characteristics of the package need to be understood. The requirements document can facilitate this understanding. In producing a document that comprehensively describes application needs, organizational priorities and needs should be defined as well.

Program design specification. If a package needs to be modified or if software must be custom-designed to meet application needs, the requirements document can serve as a definitive guide for programmers. Functional needs are clearly set out in a way that minimizes the chance of misunderstanding, reducing the organizational costs associated with inappropriate design or repeated rounds of package use and modification.

Identification of the criticality of different aspects of the application. The methods of needs analysis described in the previous chapter are designed to facilitate understanding of the ways that different application tasks relate to one another. Dependent processes are identified so they will not be neglected and the inter-dependencies of different application tasks will be clearly understood.

2.2 Components Of The Requirements Document

The requirements document is an orderly presentation of all essential information about the required software package. It should be written in such a way that it may be easily used as a reference guide. It should state which requirements are vital, which are important, and which are simply preferred. Table 2 lists the types of information that should be included in the requirements document.

The following sections discuss those aspects of package performance and functionality that the requirements document addresses. For the sake of illustration, a payroll software package is partially described. The examples are not complete, and are offered only as illustrations of package requirements specifications.

2.2.1 Functions

The requirements document should describe in detail every function the package should perform. The diagrams made during requirements analysis should prove helpful. Interconnections between functions should be identified.
Table 2 - Types of Information Found in Requirements Document

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functions</th>
<th>Outputs</th>
<th>Inputs</th>
<th>User interface</th>
<th>Technical characteristics</th>
<th>Documentation</th>
<th>Training Services</th>
<th>Installation Services</th>
<th>Maintenance services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

For every computerized function, each component task should be identified. These descriptions should not prescribe a single way of performing or displaying something, unless there is a genuine application-related rationale why they can be done only that way. Instead, they should provide detail on what the package should do, rather than how it will be done. For instance, if payroll is to be done by the package, each related subfunction should be briefly described. Figure 9 is an example of such a description.

2.2.2 Outputs

Required output formats should be stated unambiguously. Each output should be described in terms of its length, format, minimum and maximum values, and whether it is to be externally displayed. This information should be compiled into table form. Figure 10 is an example of such a table. Any abbreviations or designations should be explained. The description of each output item should include:

**Length.** The maximum length (in number of characters) of every output should be listed.

**Description.** The format and possible values of every output should be detailed.

**Internal or external.** Not all outputs will be directly available to package users. Some outputs will be inputs to other computerized processes. Even though they are "unseen," it is important to describe intermediate outputs, and to designate them as such. This is particularly important if a software package is to be integrated with other software, whether it is pre-existing or anticipated.
Paycheck Production

- Collect employee time reports
- Tabulate total hours
- Wage lookups
  - Determine overtime eligibility
  - Calculate overtime
- Deduct sick time and vacation time
  - Maintain eligible hours log
  - Disallow if ineligible
- Calculate base pay
- Determine appropriate deductions and subtract from base pay:
  - Voluntary deductions (savings bonds, etc.)
  - Stock ownership
  - Medical plan
  - Life insurance
  - Social Security
  - FICA
  - Federal income tax withholding
  - State income tax withholding
  - Local, commuter, or other taxes
  - Disability/unemployment insurance
- Deduct pay amount and any other expenses from company ledger
  - Social Security contribution
  - Unemployment insurance
  - Company contribution to insurance plan(s)
  - Company contribution to unemployment insurance
- Print paychecks
- Print ledger

Figure 9 - Sample Function and Subfunction Description
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INPUT NAME</th>
<th># CHAR</th>
<th>FORMAT</th>
<th>LO VAL</th>
<th>HI VAL</th>
<th>SOURCE</th>
<th>COMMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Employee number</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>$1-nnnn</td>
<td>A-0001</td>
<td>Z-9999</td>
<td>Operator</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee name</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>(40) l</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>(40) Z</td>
<td>Operator</td>
<td>Last name, first name, MI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wage rate</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>nnnnn.nnn</td>
<td>0000.01H</td>
<td>0035.00H</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td>H designates hourly wage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0185.005</td>
<td>1250.005</td>
<td></td>
<td>S designates weekly wage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal wh rate</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>.nnn</td>
<td>.0000</td>
<td>.9999</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td>Rate table must be revisable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State wh rate</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>.nnn</td>
<td>.0000</td>
<td>.2500</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td>Rate table must be revisable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social security tax</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>.nnnn</td>
<td>000000.00</td>
<td>.0129</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td>Rate must be revisable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job classification</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1111111111</td>
<td>-no text-</td>
<td></td>
<td>Software</td>
<td>Must be existing classifica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voluntary wh allowance</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>nnn</td>
<td>000.000</td>
<td>350.000</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td>Default value = zero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal tax wh to date</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>nnnnnnn.nn</td>
<td>000000.000</td>
<td>65000.000</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total wages to date</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>nnnnnnn.nn</td>
<td>000000.000</td>
<td>65000.000</td>
<td>Software</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OUTPUT NAME</th>
<th># CHAR</th>
<th>FORMAT</th>
<th>LO VAL</th>
<th>HI VAL</th>
<th>EXTRNL?</th>
<th>COMMENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social Security Number</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>nnn-nn-nnnnn</td>
<td>000-00-0000</td>
<td>999-99-9999</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee number</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>$1-nnnn</td>
<td>A-0001</td>
<td>Z-9999</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Letter used to design. dept.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net wage this period</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>$nnnn.nn</td>
<td>$0000.00</td>
<td>$1250.00</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Leading zeros not printed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal withholding</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>$nnnn.nn</td>
<td>$0000.00</td>
<td>$1250.00</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Leading zeros not printed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fed. withholding rate</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>nnn.nn</td>
<td>100.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Shared with acctng software</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overtime allowed?</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>see comment</td>
<td>see comment</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Values must be &quot;Y&quot; or &quot;N&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YTD gross earnings</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>$nnnnnn.nn</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$65,000.00</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Leading zeros/sps not printed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cum. hrs vacation time</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>nnn.nn</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>360.00</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Leading zeros not printed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vacation hours used</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>nnn.nn</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>40.00</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Leading zeros not printed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cum. hrs sick leave</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>nnn.nn</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>80.00</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Leading zeros not printed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sick hours used</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>nnn.nn</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>40.00</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>leading zeros not printed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total overtime hours</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>nnn.nn</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>99.99</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Used for acctng software</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

n = Integer number
1 = Alphabetic character

Figure 10 – Sample Input and Output Tables
Minimum and maximum values. The minimum and maximum value that each output could take should be precisely stated in the requirements document. Potential organizational growth, future inflation and the like should be taken into consideration when calculating maximum and minimum values.

2.2.3 Inputs

As with package outputs, package inputs should also be described precisely. Field formats and minimum/maximum values should be designated. Internal inputs should also be included. These include inputs that are the output of other software, as well as values that the package will have to look up in order to complete a calculation or operation (e.g., withholding rates or year-to-date totals).

A separate listing should be made of each package output, and all inputs required to generate it. This will help to insure that the input and output listings will be comprehensive and that none are neglected. It will also help guarantee that the package calculates data in the same way(s) as are organizationally required. The data flow diagrams described in the previous chapter should help in making this listing. Figure 10 has an example of an input listing.

2.2.4 User interface

The ease with which non-technical users can learn and operate a computer package differs greatly from one package to another. Many software packages, particularly those of more recent design, are designed to be user friendly, or relatively easy to operate. Many of these packages make it more difficult to perform irreversible operations (for instance, deletion of a file), and attempt to mitigate the results of many operator errors that do occur.

Some packages are menu driven, allowing users to operate the package by choosing from among a number of options presented. Selection of one option will result in the display of appropriate sub-options, and so on. Users do not have to memorize a great number of commands, and training needs are thus reduced. Menu-driven packages are recommended in cases where there will be a large number of infrequent package users, the package is highly complicated, or employee turnover rates are high.

Many packages offer on-line help to users in performing computerized operations. These help facilities may indicate command formats, explain computer features, or may provide line-by-line response prompting when requested. They can be very helpful in performing unfamiliar operations.
Some packages offer error-checking capabilities for data that is entered. Depending on the level of a package's sophistication, error-checking can take a number of different forms:

- Input values can be checked against established minimum and maximum values.
- Input values can be checked to insure that they follow established formats.
- Input values can be checked against historical data to insure that the entered value is reasonable.
- Input values can be checked against partially redundant information already entered (e.g., Employee Name, and Employee ID Number) to confirm that they are logically consistent.

Such user-friendliness is not without its price, however. User-friendly features usually consume computer processing time, so package response time may be reduced. Often, user-friendly features can become time-consuming and tedious to a heavy user who must perform a number of similar operations: a user may have to go through several menus to accomplish what could have been done with a single command on a less "friendly" package.

Requirements analysis will have to evaluate the usefulness of such user-friendly features. Desired user-friendly features should be specified in the requirements document. Other than those general features described above, most are application-dependent. Review of package literature and advertisements in the application area should provide guidance as to what features are available. User-friendly features should not be stated as absolute requirements unless they are essential. However, it can be helpful to indicate which features would be particularly useful.

2.2.5 Technical characteristics

Some minimal technical package characteristics should be included in the requirements document. Technical specifications that are appropriate in a functional requirements document include reliability rates and response times.

Reliability is usually expressed in two ways. Mean-Time-Between-Failure (MTBF) is the average time a system is operational between malfunctions or errors. This includes
one-time spurious errors. Mean-Time-To-Repair (MTTR) is the mean time between the identification of a failure and its repair. It is best to check software literature in the application area to determine reasonable values for these two characteristics.

Response time, another useful package characteristic, is the time the package takes to execute a command or procedure. It is usually measured under a controlled set of circumstances, which differ depending upon the hardware, how many users will be on the computer at once (and what they will be doing), what kind of computerized operation is being considered, etc. It is best to state the response time required under worst-case conditions so the vendor or package developer will understand what is unacceptable. Otherwise, there are too many variables to consider, and real package use will seldom duplicate the precise set of circumstances detailed under the response time characteristics.

Maximum acceptable response times should be defined for the following operations (given a specific hardware configuration):

**File Inquiry.** How long will it take for the package to find the information contained in a particular file once an inquiry has been made by a user?

**Terminal Echo.** When a character is typed on the keyboard, how long will it take for the package to acknowledge the character and print it on the screen? (If display lags much behind entry, user mistake rates will be higher, and mistakes will take more time to correct.)

**Report Generation.** How long will it take to generate a required report?

**File Updating.** How long does it take to revise a file? Sometimes, to change a single character in a single file, all related files must be copied into an internal working space and back. If there are many files, and minor, occasional file revision is a norm, this can be a very important consideration.

**File Sorting.** (if applicable) If files must be arranged in a particular order, or in different orders, the package may have to sort them. If the number of files to be sorted is high, this may be extremely time consuming. The maximum acceptable sorting time should be included in the requirements document. A reasonable value can be determined from a review of software literature, and consideration of the number of files (and kinds of information) that must be sorted. If other computerized operations must be able to take place at the same time, this should be noted.
File Searching. Computer packages are often able to search a file, or group of files, for the occurrence of a certain string of characters or a particular set of values. The time required to search may be important, if this is done often. Again, software literature from the application area is the best guide to selecting appropriate response time values.

2.2.6 Documentation

All required package documentation should be listed and briefly described. Section 4.1 discusses the different kinds of documentation.

Documentation should:

o be comprehensively indexed.

o be written at an appropriate level of technical complexity for intended readers.

o discuss, in adequate detail, every command and feature that will relate to application tasks.

o be systematically organized.

o be updated to reflect any customizations or changes made to the package.

2.2.7 Training services

Every software package requires some degree of training to be properly used. For small, simple packages, a training manual is often all that is needed. For larger ones, training becomes a more critical consideration. An excellent and sophisticated software package may be no more useful than a mediocre one unless users know how to operate it efficiently. Training should be appropriately geared to the complexity of the package and the computer proficiency of the users. Chapter 4 discusses training need evaluation in more extensive detail.

The requirements document should indicate which user groups will need to be trained, their current degree of computer familiarity and sophistication, and what operations each user group will have to perform on the computer. It should also indicate whether training will be needed for technical personnel. Required training manuals should be listed by functional type (see Chapter 4). If organizational changes are to be introduced when the new package is installed, this should be included as part of the training.
2.2.8 Installation services

In general, the vendor or developer who provides the new package will also take responsibility for installing it. If the new package is to interface with other software or package customizations are to be made, this may no longer be true. The requirements document should have a brief section identifying who will perform the installation. Chapter 4 has an extensive discussion of installation issues. If an installation will be nonstandard in any way, the reasons should be explained in the requirements document. If data conversion services will be required, the volume of data requiring conversion and its present format should be specified.

2.2.9 Maintenance services

The requirements document should indicate whether package maintenance will be done using in-house resources, by the package provider, or by some other party. If it will be done in-house, and source code is required to do it, this should be indicated. Different kinds of maintenance services are discussed in Chapter 4.

2.3 Requirements Document Format And Content

The requirements document should be logically organized and easy to reference. This section suggests a coherent format for a requirements document, but if another layout is more appropriate, it may be used. The document should include all the information described in this chapter. Table 3 summarizes the suggested format.

Illustrations and examples should be used, particularly to illustrate output and report formats. Required forms should be appended to the document.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3 - Sections of the Requirements Document</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>System purpose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware and software configuration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System scope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data dictionary</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.3.1 System purpose

The requirements document should be prefaced with a short section describing the organizational application needs that are to be addressed; identifying if the package will be required to interface with other software; and briefly stating organizational data processing goals.

This section need be no more than a couple of paragraphs long. It should simply relate the basic reasons for the package search.

2.3.2 Current procedures

Current application procedures should be described in this section. Organizational information regarding the data flows and logical flows of application area procedures should be included. The point at which data should be intercepted or approved by organizational staff members should be identified. Data flow and logical flow diagrams made during the needs analysis stage may be included.

This section should include a description of all functional areas that the package will incorporate. If previous procedures were also computerized, a brief description of computer system capabilities should also be included.

2.3.3 Hardware and software configuration

The current hardware and software configurations should be described and diagrammed, if they will be used with the new package. The following information should be included in this section of the requirements document:

Present hardware components. Each hardware component of the present computer system, or system that is to be used with the package, should be listed. The brand name and model number of each component should be specified:

- Computer
- Disk drives (hard and floppy) and their capacities
- Tape drives and their availabilities
- Terminals
- Printers
Configuration diagram. The ways that the hardware components are connected together should be graphically represented in a configuration diagram. The diagram should indicate which components have dedicated uses and which are always on line, what components can be accessed by what other components, and the brand and model names of each component.

Possible hardware changes. If the purchase of new equipment to help support the package is under consideration, those contemplated changes should be described. It is often best to leave this open-ended, where possible, so the hardware chosen can be optimally suited to the capabilities and characteristics of the package. If this is not possible (because the hardware must be selected to suit other software or for any other reason), the brand names and model numbers of new hardware should be specified. If the configuration of new hardware has already been determined, an additional hardware configuration diagram should be included.

The current software configuration should be represented in much the same way. If the new package will have no interfaces and share no data with other software on the computer, the other software may simply be listed. The dedicated memory required by each piece of software on the system should also be indicated. The operating system, and its version number, should be specified.

If information will be shared between different software on the computer system, an interface control document will have to be included for those items of information that will pass between them. It is beyond the scope of this document to describe how to construct such a document; a computer consultant or data processing expert should write it. If the same files will be processed by more than one software system, and a data base management system accesses those files, the brand, name, and version number of the data base management system should be included, along with its system parameters. A data processing expert will usually be needed for this as well.

2.3.4 System scope

In order to insure that the software package will be of appropriate capacity to meet application needs, the number of files or information of each class that will be handled should be specified. This should be done for each separate type of file that will be maintained. Figure 11 suggests a format for relating such information.

A separate section should estimate the maximum number of times each kind of package operation will be done per week or month. Figure 12 is an example of such an estimate.
### Payroll

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FILE TYPE</th>
<th># FILES</th>
<th>FILE COMPONENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Payroll</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>Employee number&lt;br&gt;Employee classification&lt;br&gt;Base rate of pay&lt;br&gt;Date of last pay raise&lt;br&gt;Hire date&lt;br&gt;Paycheck routing address&lt;br&gt;Employee division number&lt;br&gt;Address&lt;br&gt;Phone number&lt;br&gt;YTD gross earnings&lt;br&gt;YTD net earnings&lt;br&gt;YTD Federal income tax paid&lt;br&gt;YTD State income tax paid&lt;br&gt;YTD voluntary withholding&lt;br&gt;Accumulated sick leave&lt;br&gt;Accumulated vacation time</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Accounting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACCOUNTING</th>
<th># FILES</th>
<th>FILE COMPONENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accounting</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Accounts receivable (10,000)&lt;br&gt;Accounts payable (10,000)&lt;br&gt;Payroll expenses (21 divisions x 52 weeks, plus total)&lt;br&gt;Capital expenditure (20 divisions x 52 weeks, plus total)&lt;br&gt;Capital plant maintenance (x 52 weeks, plus total)&lt;br&gt;Liquid assets (x 52 weeks)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 11 - File Scope Chart**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OPERATION</th>
<th># OF TIMES/MONTH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paycheck production</td>
<td>3,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General ledger update</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Account inquiry</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File search</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management analysis</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 12 - Estimate of Number of Operations**
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2.3.5 Functional requirements

The functional requirements section is normally the longest and most important part of the requirements document. It should describe each subtask in every application area that will be processed by the package; the manner in which data is to be processed, explicitly if it is at all nonstandard or ambiguous; and all required or desired package features. Figure 13 is a sample of part of a functional requirements description.

In describing functional requirements, particular attention should be paid to the following:

Who has access to what information. The requirements document should specify what kinds of information, and what functions, may be accessed by different classes of users. Private file information should remain private. Most software packages have provisions for restricting access to certain files or kinds of information.

All interconnections between functions. If data entered when performing one function must be accessible to another function this should be specified.

Look-up values. If an input for an operation will be "looked up" from registers or tables maintained within the package, it should be indicated whether these values need to be easily accessed or changed by the application manager. For instance, tax rate tables, employee overtime eligibility status tables, and the like, will probably be changed frequently enough that it would be overly burdensome to require a programmer to change these values when required.

Historical data. Specify how long historical data should remain accessible on-line.

Additional features. Each feature that is not directly related to a particular application function should be listed separately. These include such considerations as the degree of user-friendliness required, ease of package start-up, and other incidental features.

Audit trail requirements. If transaction records need to be maintained, the level of detail required, and the relevant data, should be specified.
Package Security

Access to payroll information shall be restricted to managers and payroll data entry clerks only. Access may be restricted through use of a password or by other means. Access to internal accounting information shall be restricted to only those computer terminals in the accounting office. Login to the computer package will be allowed only to specifically authorized employees. Passwords will be available only to the department manager, and will not be echoed back to the terminal when entered. These are absolute requirements.

A record will be kept of which employee has revised each file, and the date of revision. This data will be retained for three pay periods. Records will also be maintained of which files have been printed into hardcopy form or copied onto another data storage medium, either partially or wholly, and by whom. These requirements are strongly preferred.

The package will allow employees to change their own passwords at will, without changing their access privileges. This is a preferred requirement.

Figure 13 - Sample Functional Requirement

2.3.6 Reports

This section should contain a description or facsimile of each report that the package will produce. This should include both printed and on-line reports. If format is important, a facsimile report should be included. If the package should have the capability of using current forms, a full-sized copy of each form should also be included.

The sample forms (or form descriptions) should indicate every data field that should be included, as well as the format and position of each.
2.3.7 Data dictionary

This section should detail, as described in Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3, each package input and output. For each input and output, the following should be specified:

- The length of the data field.
- The format of the data field, including:
  - Character type.
  - Whether the decimal point (if any) is floating or fixed.
  - Whether leading zeros, and those trailing the decimal point, will be displayed (outputs only).
- Whether an input value comes from a user input or from calculations performed by the package.
- Whether an output value will be displayed or simply become an input for another operation.

Figure 14 presents samples of sections from input and output listings. Every functional input and functional output should be accounted for. A legend should accompany each listing, detailing the symbology used.

For the input listings, the source of the input data should be indicated. Inputs can be directly entered by the user; taken from internal values stored by the package; generated by another software process or subprocess; or taken from stored, historical information on disk, tape, or other storage medium. Inputs should be traceable to one of these sources.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OUTPUT</th>
<th>INPUTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social Security number</td>
<td>Employee name (o)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Employee number (o)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social security number (sw)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee number</td>
<td>Employee number (o)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross weekly pay</td>
<td>Wage rate (sw)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Employee type (sw)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Overtime eligibility (sw)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td># of hours worked (o)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sick pay... (sw)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vacation pay... (sw)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net weekly pay</td>
<td>Gross weekly pay... (sw)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Federal tax paid... (sw)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>State tax paid... (sw)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Voluntary withholding (sw)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social security tax... (sw)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal tax paid</td>
<td>Gross weekly pay... (sw)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Federal tax rate... (sw)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal tax rate</td>
<td>Gross weekly pay... (sw)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Federal w/h allowance... (sw)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Taxable entity check (sw)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YTD Federal taxes paid</td>
<td>YTD Federal taxes paid (sw)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Federal taxes paid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voluntary withholding</td>
<td>Voluntary withholding (sw)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YTD voluntary withholding</td>
<td>YTD voluntary w/h (sw)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Voluntary withholding (sw)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accumulated sick time</td>
<td>YTD sick time (sw)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sick time earned this period... (sw)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sick time used this period (o)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sick time used this period</td>
<td>Sick time used this period (o)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State tax paid</td>
<td>Gross weekly pay... (sw)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>State tax rate... (sw)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State tax rate</td>
<td>Gross weekly pay... (sw)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>State w/h allowance... (sw)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Taxable entity check (sw)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

o=operator-entered input; sw=software-defined; ..=secondary input

Figure 14 - Example of Output-Input Listing
**STEP THREE : IDENTIFICATION OF CANDIDATE PACKAGES**

1. Identification of candidate packages  
2. Selection of packages for intensive analysis  
3. The make-or-buy decision

The first step in package selection is to identify appropriate commercially available software packages and determine whether they are able to fulfill all requirements. If appropriate off-the-shelf packages are available, a limited number are chosen for intensive analysis. A decision should then be made: whether to purchase one of the packages or to develop custom software.
The decision whether to buy a software package or to have software custom developed can be a difficult one. First, it should be determined whether appropriate packages are available. Then, potential candidates should be identified.

3.1 The Selection Team

Careful package evaluation requires a diversity of perspectives. Final selection should include analysis of technical, organizational, and human interface issues to make sure that the software package selected is satisfactory. A selection team should be formed that incorporates people who can fulfill each of the following roles:

Selection team leader. The head of the selection team should be the functional manager of the application. If a number of different functions will be computerized at once with an integrated package, the manager of each function involved should be included on the team, with one chosen to be the team leader. The team leader will organize the package evaluation, assign personnel to perform various evaluation tasks, and oversee scheduling.

Technical advisor. Technical issues should be reviewed by someone familiar with both data processing and the application area. The technical advisor will evaluate package documentation, review requirements, check specifications of candidate packages, and advise other team members on technical issues.

User personnel. The selection team should include people from each class of potential users of the new package. If clerks, record management personnel, secretaries, and managers will all be using the new package, at least one person from each category should be included on the selection team. Users have an intimate understanding of day-to-day workings of their departments and can often offer astute insights about how well a particular package can be integrated.

Requirements effort leader. Generally, the head of the requirements analysis team should lead the selection team as well. If not, the leader of the requirements analysis team should be included, to help resolve selection issues. If a package does not meet a particular requirement, for instance, the selection team cannot determine whether an alternative feature is a fully satisfactory substitute unless the rationale behind the original requirement is fully understood. The leader of the requirements effort should be able to illuminate such issues.
Procurements/contracts personnel. Software packages are usually licensed, not sold, and are subject to copyright laws. Licensing contracts are often very complicated and technically involved. They should be thoroughly evaluated by legal and procurements specialists.

3.2 Identification Of Candidate Packages

The next step in the selection process is the compilation of a list of candidate packages, which tentatively satisfy the hardware requirements and the most important functional requirements. "Introduction to Software Packages", NBS Special Publication 500-114, discusses candidate package identification in greater detail. Table 4 lists the major sources of information about software packages.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4 - Sources for Candidate Package Identification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Application area journals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data processing magazines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software package compendiums</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other application-area package users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software package search firms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer consultant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In evaluating the options, all available software packages within the broad applications category should first be identified, using any resources that prove helpful. Many data processing and application area magazines offer comparisons and user ratings of different packages. If other divisions of an organization have the same application, they may be valuable—and frank—sources of information about the package they use.

Simple identification of a package does not provide enough information for evaluation. The next step is to obtain literature from the developer or distributor of each package that has been identified. The usefulness of package literature varies widely: some brochures are quite specific about package features and capabilities, while others are not. However, the literature should provide at least one very valuable piece of information: the name of a local vendor of that package.
3.3 Narrowing The Field

Before intensive analysis and comparison of candidate packages can begin, the number of packages should be narrowed down to a manageable number: no more than three to five candidates, which will then be closely analyzed. For common applications, there is a wide variety of software packages available—far too many to consider closely. Even for those application areas in which there are only a few appropriate packages, a brief evaluation can help to identify packages that do not merit closer analysis.

The first step is to verify that each package fulfills the essential requirements; any package that does not, should be eliminated from further consideration. The following criteria should also be used to eliminate clearly inappropriate packages:

- Hardware incompatibility.
- Operating system incompatibility.
- Requires too much dedicated memory.

The remaining requirements should then be used to further narrow the field. This is done using less and less critical requirements until all but three to five software packages have been eliminated. The literature for each package that has been rejected should be retained in the project file, along with a short explanation of why that package was not suitable. This can be particularly helpful if intensive analysis proves that none of the finalists are appropriate, and previously rejected packages have to be reconsidered.

3.4 The Make-or-Buy Decision

Generally speaking, there are three ways of meeting software needs: a package can be purchased, software can be custom developed, or a hybrid "customized" off-the-shelf package can be developed. Of the three alternatives, off-the-shelf packages are often the least expensive, the most reliable, and require the least time to implement. Their performance and the quality of their documentation and training programs can be known beforehand, from vendor information and other package users, so that there are less likely to be any significant surprises after implementation.

Custom development may be unavoidable if an application is unique or uncommon capabilities or features are required. It has the advantage of being able to meet all requirements,
but often requires extensive debugging and requires a long lead time to implement—a complex program can take years to develop. Custom software is generally more expensive than an off-the-shelf package.

Customization of packaged software has some of the advantages and disadvantages of each of the other approaches. It is most appropriate in cases where input or output formats of a packaged program are not appropriate to application requirements, or additional reports need to be generated from data stored by the package. A rule-of-thumb offered by many people with software package experience is: if more than 10 - 15% of the package needs to be modified, it is generally more cost-effective to develop the system in-house.

Commercial software packages are copyrighted, and firms often place restrictions on the packages they sell or lease, including restrictions on modifications. If a package developer is unwilling to release the source code, internal modification may not be possible. If consideration of a package is contingent upon modification, check with the vendor of that package to make sure that modifications may be made. It is important to note whether changes made to the source code of a package voids or alters any package warranties or service agreements.

3.4.1 Cost accounting

A cost-benefit analysis should be performed to determine whether the purchase of a software package is the most cost-effective option. The following costs should be taken into consideration:

Personnel costs. Personnel costs are incurred by an organization through expenditure of employee time. This includes the time it takes to train employees to use the new package and the time to negotiate the purchase or development contract. If software is developed in house, there are additional personnel expenses. The costs for development of the software, its training program, and documentation should all be accounted for. If an organization is billed by an in-house data processing unit, expenses for development, documentation, and training should be computed as though they were purchasing costs and the task was contracted. If the software is purchased, or developed outside, these expenses would be detailed under "purchasing costs."

Personnel costs are not simply the wages paid to employees, but also all overhead costs. Personnel costs should be carefully considered.
Purchasing costs. If a package is bought or leased, the purchasing cost is simply the price of the software, documentation, training, and modifications to the program. Vendors may offer all these services together or "unbundle" documentation and training from the software and sell services separately. If multiple copies of the package are needed, the vendor may offer site licenses as an alternative. Vendor support services are discussed in detail in Chapter 4. If the program is custom developed, purchasing costs include purchases ancillary to development and implementation, such as supplies, consulting services, testing equipment, or any additional hardware or software required for development.

Implementation costs. Implementation costs are those expenses incurred when installing the new software. They include the time an organization's computer must be inoperative while the new software is being installed; the costs associated with testing and parallel operations until the reliability of the new system is assured; and training employees to use the system. In most cases, initial debugging will be far more extensive with custom-developed software and will often exceed the cost of development itself.

Another major implementation expense is file conversion, which involves incorporating old records into the new system's data base. If current records are not computerized, this requires manually entering records into the new system. If records are already computerized, they will have to be converted into the new system's data format. This usually requires development of a program to convert old computerized files into a form that the new system can use. If there is a need for continuous record-keeping (as, for instance, with year-to-date earnings in a payroll program), all relevant file data will have to be entered into the new system. Chapter 7 discusses installation issues in detail.

Costs of software errors. These are the costs of errors discovered after the initial integration of a system. Software errors discovered after integration are usually quite expensive: the principal cost may not be correcting the programming error, but rather undoing the damage that the error caused. For example, a software error may result in a large number of records containing incorrect information, or organizational decisions having been based on erroneous information. The impact of these kinds of errors can be quite significant.

If software is purchased or contracted for, the maintenance provider will often correct software errors for a specified warranty period without additional charge; other costs consequent to software errors must be borne by the purchaser. Maintenance contracts vary in the kinds of software errors that they cover; all errors may be repaired
or only certain kinds, such as those consequent to implementation. Programs developed in-house are generally corrected on a programmer per-hour rate, and correction costs are therefore less predictable.

Maintenance costs. These are the costs to update and adapt software to match changing organizational needs. As an example, a payroll program might have to be modified to reflect a change in FICA tax rates. The maintenance costs of a system will vary widely, depending upon such factors as the application, the complexity of the system, and the need for periodic updates. Maintenance costs for packaged software may be included in a maintenance contract.

Opportunity costs. Opportunity costs are those costs inherent in foreclosing one option in favor of another. If a program is developed in house, whatever the organizational data processing unit could have accomplished during the time it spent developing the program must be given up. Conversely, adoption of a sub-optimal off-the-shelf package means that the benefits of having a "perfect" package will be lost; the opportunity cost would be an estimate of those benefits lost over the period the software package is to be used, minus the additional expense involved in developing a "perfect" package.

Opportunity costs are hard to quantify precisely, but can be among the most important factors in software selection. Wherever a significant benefit can be estimated, it should be done. There may still be some degree of uncertainty, but careful thought and analysis can identify many important costs and assign them reasonable values. Section 5.6 on cost benefit analysis can help in the identification of significant opportunity costs.

Table 5 provides a synopsis of the relative costs of packaged versus developed software.

3.4.2 Summary

If no packages can be found that satisfy the essential requirements, custom development may be necessary. If a package will be acceptable only after some degree of customization, the cost of any required package modifications should be determined. It is not always possible or practical to tailor features into packaged software: doing so may void software or vendor warranties and reduce the reliability of the entire package. If a package is sold only in object code, tailoring may be impossible.

On the other hand, if one or more software packages have been found that are suitable for the application and conform closely to requirements, an off-the-shelf package is appropriate.
Table 5 - Cost Comparisons

---CUSTOM DEVELOPMENT VS. SOFTWARE PACKAGE---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE OF COST</th>
<th>GENERAL COST</th>
<th>SPECIFIC COSTS FOR CUSTOM DEVELOPMENT</th>
<th>SPECIFIC COSTS FOR SOFTWARE PACKAGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PERSONNEL COSTS</td>
<td>Time to train personnel on new system</td>
<td>Cost of:</td>
<td>Cost of software package</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time to draft requirements document</td>
<td>Program development</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time to negotiate development or purchase contract</td>
<td>Training program development</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Documentation development</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PURCHASING COSTS</td>
<td>Cost of additional hardware needed for system</td>
<td>Supplies ancillary to development</td>
<td>Cost of software package</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INSTALLATION COSTS</td>
<td>Cost of file conversion</td>
<td>Initial debugging expenses</td>
<td>Initial debugging expenses often nominal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Downtime of computer during installation</td>
<td>often high</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cost of initial debugging</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COSTS OF SOFTWARE ERRORS</td>
<td>Large portion of cost is often that of correcting software errors</td>
<td>Risk of significant software errors often high</td>
<td>Risk of significant software errors often low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAINTENANCE COSTS</td>
<td>Costs of program updates</td>
<td>Costs due to delayed system implementation</td>
<td>Inherent costs of unsatisfied requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cost of implementing program improvements</td>
<td>Inherent costs of other ADP projects being deferred during program development</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPPORTUNITY COSTS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# STEP FOUR: ASSESSMENT OF SUPPORT NEEDS

1. Documentation review  
2. Modification support review  
3. Installation support review  
4. Training support review  
5. Maintenance support review

Each software package under consideration will require a certain level of expert support. Insuring that package support needs will be met is an important step in the selection process. This requires a separate consideration of documentation, modification, installation, training, and maintenance needs for each package. Then, available services can be compared to these needs.
4.0 ASSESSMENT OF SUPPORT NEEDS

Proper support is essential to insure satisfactory package installation and its ongoing maintenance. Consideration of the support needs associated with each package is, therefore, a vital part of the selection process. Support needs should be determined for every candidate package. A package that suits organizational needs well, but cannot be adequately supported, can be much less useful in the long run than a less well designed package that is well supported.

4.1 Documentation Review

Documentation is essential to the efficient use of any software package. While the training program acquaints users with a package and its basic operations, documentation is needed as a long-term comprehensive reference guide to package use, features, and design. It is generally the only guide to infrequently used package features. It is also necessary as a diagnostic aid when the package doesn't work as expected.

Documentation is oriented to several classes of readers: management, computer operators, users, and maintenance personnel. Sufficient documentation should be purchased for each of these personnel to do their jobs properly. With most packages, documentation is divided into a number of functional categories. They are described in Table 6.

Some packages offer on-line documentation that can be accessed from computer terminals while using the package. This capacity is often quite helpful, but is never a complete substitute for standard documentation. The information contained in such on-line facilities is usually quite condensed and is intended primarily as a ready summary reference guide. If the system malfunctions and documentation is needed so that users or operators can recover files or restart the system, on-line documentation is of no use because it is inaccessible.

4.1.1 Characteristics of documentation

The quality of documentation is among a package's most important characteristics. If good, it can help the user make the most of a software package. If it is poor, important package functions and capabilities may never be used because they are not understood. Maintenance and modification without good documentation is very difficult; if technical documentation is poor, package life may be shortened and efficiency diminished.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>FUNCTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User Manual</td>
<td>Guide to package use for a particular application or job type. Generally includes:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o Data entry instructions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o Descriptions of report formats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o Error codes and responses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o File entry and exit procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operator Manual</td>
<td>Describes system-level commands and procedures, and a comprehensive listing of all system commands and functions. Generally includes:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o System security procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o File recovery instructions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o System start-up instructions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o File back-up procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System Manual</td>
<td>Explains, in non-technical terms, system functions and capabilities. Helpful to managers in developing workflows and making job assignments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training Manual</td>
<td>Explains package functions and procedures in a stepwise, tutorial style. Usually presents basic package usage skills first and then builds on them. Generally includes:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o Pictorial representation of package screens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o Precise data entry formats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o Listing of commands and protocols</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program Maintenance</td>
<td>Description of system design, functional modules, system ports, etc., so data processing personnel can maintain and update the system. Generally includes:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual</td>
<td>o System flow charts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o Data base configuration information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o Program source code</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Good documentation is clear and easy to read. It is geared to the level of technical sophistication of its intended audience. User documentation provides guidance on package operation, while program maintenance documentation includes the technical information necessary to modify the package or package parameters. Both should be clearly written and complete.

Documentation should also be complete. All package functions, capabilities, and limitations should be described fully. Good documentation includes troubleshooting guides that list common errors and appropriate responses. Logical organization is important. If all of the information is there but can't be found easily because of its presentation, the usefulness of documentation is impaired.

A good index is also important. It should reference the location of every significant cluster of information in the document and should include cross-references under other subject headings so that required information is easy to locate. Readers should not have to check a number of synonyms to find the subject heading they are looking for.

4.1.2 Documentation need evaluation

The documentation necessary for efficient use of each package should be determined. If maintenance will not be performed in house, technical information will probably not be needed, although if technical documents are inexpensive it is often good insurance to buy them.

After the necessary information for each package has been specified, the corresponding system documents should be identified and listed. The documents identified on this list will be reviewed during package evaluation.

4.2 Modifications

Despite the flexibility designed into packages, organizational needs are different enough that tailoring is sometimes necessary to make a software package fully appropriate. Modifications should be made to a package only to the degree that they make it more efficient. Section 5.6, on cost-benefit analysis, can help determine which features and capabilities are worth adding.
4.2.1 Simple modifications

Modifications are easiest if they are not internal to the package. Pre- and post-processing programs can condition the input or output of a program to make it more appropriate to organizational needs.

Pre-processing can include error checking of data to make sure that values fall within a certain range or that a number is consistent with a check digit. Prompts may be made more explicit or more consistent with organizational terminology or procedures, or the order in which data is input can be changed to match the forms from which the information will be copied.

A post-processing program may reformat package outputs so they fit current organizational forms. If a package is designed so that it can share data base information with other software, new reports can sometimes be added that use this additional information.

4.2.2 Software design features

Modern software packages are being designed with greater flexibility, which simplifies modifications and enhancements.

User ports are designed into some packages. These are the locations of information within the program that can be referenced by programmers who perform modifications. Processing can be diverted at a certain point to incorporate an additional program module or to eliminate a component part of processing by knowing where to interrupt the program stream. Software designs that incorporate user porting also facilitate sharing of data with other software.

Software packages with highly modularized design are also easier to modify internally. Small program modules can be adapted or added to reflect special organizational needs, and repercussions of changes are usually easier to identify and contain. Maintenance is easier because the modified modules are known, and the effect of updates or enhancements on the changed portions can be more easily determined.

High modularity of software design can also make it easier to change the auditing characteristics of a package. Since different functions are separated in modular design, monitoring a specific set of internal processes can be done more easily.

The design of the data base can also affect how easy it is to change recordkeeping characteristics and share information with other software systems. Some packages are
designed to keep information in a common organizational data base. Others may be able to reconfigure data. This can be helpful when different software systems will be partially integrated.

4.2.3 Other considerations

Tailoring a package may void all or some vendor or developer warranties, especially if modification is performed by in-house data processing staff. If extensive modification is required for any package under consideration, the warranty and maintenance policies of the vendor should be checked beforehand.

If internal modification of a package is required, whoever tailors it will almost certainly need access to the package's source code. If modifications to the source code are made by the vendor, and the source code is not made available, the purchaser will remain dependent on that vendor for the remainder of the life of the package. In this case, extra care should be taken to insure that the vendor is responsible and financially stable.

It is important to package maintenance, diagnosis, and future package modification to carefully document changes made to a package. Whether tailoring is done in-house or by the vendor, documentation standards for all changes should be made clear. Changes in the source code should be identified and closely commented in the software. Documentation should include a listing of all modules and routines that have been changed, and all changes in interfaces between software components, hardware, and data bases.

4.3 Installation Review

Package installation involves a number of issues. The software must be loaded into the computer's memory; hardware installed or modified; modifications made to the package; and package output carefully checked.

For a small unmodified package, installation can often be performed by a layperson familiar with the computer system. However, if modifications to hardware, interfacing software, or the package are involved, installation personnel should have the technical knowledge and experience to evaluate every significant aspect of installation.

Installation personnel should therefore have experience with other package installations. They should have some experience with software system testing, as well, so that
appropriate tests can be devised to assess whether the package has been installed and is working correctly. If installation involves interfaces to other software or data bases, installation personnel should also have a basic understanding of the whole system's application area(s) so that all interfaces reflect application, as well as software, requirements.

4.3.1 Installation support options

Installation can be performed by in-house personnel if they have the appropriate technical knowledge and experience. If in-house personnel are primarily responsible for maintaining other software with which the new package will be integrated, they probably have a technical knowledge of the entire system that will be difficult for outside personnel to match. Before relying upon in-house personnel for installation, make sure that they are able to provide required installation services. The reliability and technical proficiency of in-house data processing staff should be given the same scrutiny as that of a vendor.

Installation services are usually available from the vendor and are often included in the price of the package, particularly with larger systems. The vendor is usually (but not always) technically familiar with the package; has installed it before; and usually has access to the source code and the technical personnel who developed the package. If in-house personnel will install the package, make sure that the vendor or developer is willing to provide whatever technical information is required to perform installation.

If neither the vendor or in-house personnel are qualified or able to perform installation, a consultant may be retained to do it. Use of an installation consultant is usually an option of last resort, especially if an installation is complicated. The consultant must spend time to become familiar with the package, its environment, and any interfacing software or data bases.

There are a number of ways that a package can be installed, depending partly upon technical considerations. In most cases, the entire package, with whatever modifications have been made to it, is installed at once. If not, installation tasks can be split between more than one party, (e.g., the vendor can install the package and in-house data processing personnel can install and test modifications.) If package tailoring requires that software be modified internally, this approach is usually precluded. In those cases where the vendor will not install the package after it has been modified by another party, incremental installation is a common installation option.
### 4.3.2 Installation concerns

The time around installation is usually busy and closely scheduled. Problems and delays in package installation can force other implementation concerns to be rescheduled. Package testing, training and file conversion all require substantial advance planning and scheduling, and usually require that the new system be operational. If installation requires computer downtime, delays can have impact on all other uses of the computer system as well.

If installation is to be performed by a single party, it is usually best that whoever designed the package modifications also install the package. Modifications are usually the most troublesome part of installation. Since modification of a package requires intensive review of its design, whoever modified the software usually has an extensive understanding of both the package and its modifications, and should be aware of important installation issues.

When the scheduling constraints and technical requirements to installation of a particular package have been specified, potential installation options can be assessed according to how well they satisfy these needs.

### 4.4 Training Review

Package training should introduce employees to the new software package and teach them the basic commands and procedures they will need to know. It should also delineate the impact of the new package on the workplace, covering changes in procedures, job assignments and duties.

An effective training program includes practice time on the package, has regular follow-up training sessions, and integrates procedural and package training. It should take place during a slack period if possible, so that employees can become fully comfortable with the package before critical work is done.

### 4.4.1 Special considerations

The form and intensity a training program should take depends on a number of factors:

**Complexity of operation.** If the new package is complex to operate or requires that users know a large number of commands and input formats, training is necessarily going to take longer and be more complex. For complicated packages,
training should be broken up over a number of sessions, and reference documentation that outlines the most important information about package operation should be made available to each user.

**Number of user types.** Effective training relates only relevant information to trainees. If there are a number of kinds of employees, each of whom will have different uses of the package, training will have to address the different duties and job skills held by each group. This could entail separate training sessions for each type of user, or selective review of user and training documentation by each group.

**Computer sophistication of trainees.** If employees are conversant with computers, training will be simplified, particularly if the current system is similar to the new package. If trainees are not used to working with computers, they will have to be taught how to work with terminals, how to enter data, and a variety of other information that a more computer-sophisticated group of trainees would take for granted.

**Quality of documentation.** If a package has good documentation that is well organized and easy to read and follow, training will be simplified considerably. Computer-assisted training can be extremely useful in teaching employees to use a new package, and in some instances can supplant instructor-led training.

**Other changes accompanying the new system.** The more employees must learn, the longer and more carefully planned training should be. This is particularly true when major procedural changes will accompany use of the new package. Changes in workflow, deadlines, procedures, and duties will be disruptive. Effective training can mitigate the disruption. If changes are major, training should treat procedures and package operation simultaneously. If different equipment will be used with the new package, training should cover its use.

Employees should have a formalized introduction to a new package even if training is to be accomplished primarily through documentation. The introduction should present an overview of the package and its functions and should review any procedural changes that the new package will require.

Unless a package is quite simple, the system manager(s) and in-house maintenance personnel should attend package technical training. This will give them an overview of package operation and design and answer any questions they have about the system.
4.4.2 Evaluation of training needs

Evaluation of training needs is complicated because organizational circumstances and applications differ so greatly. A general procedure for analyzing training needs is suggested below.

- Employees should be separated into training groups for each package. Employees in each group should have essentially similar job duties and responsibilities. If an employee has a unique set of responsibilities, he or she should be regarded as a separate training group.

- The training needs of each group should be listed. The information each group will have to learn in order to do its tasks properly should be enumerated, along with rough estimates of the depth of the training required.

- It should be determined which aspects of training can be shared among different groups. For example, both file clerks and secretaries may need to learn new data entry formats.

- Finally, each training need should be cataloged, and the user types that share each need should be listed. A rough estimate of the time required to satisfy each training need should be made for each group.

The anticipated number of new hires for each user type over the package's life should be estimated and appended to the estimate of training needs. If the training required of new employees will be substantially different than for current personnel, the differences should be noted.

This analysis should be done separately for each package under consideration. The analysis will be used to evaluate vendor and developer training programs and is an important criterion in package selection.

4.5 Maintenance Review

Package maintenance services are required to insure that a package will remain useful and appropriate. Organizational needs and circumstances often change over time: changing regulations, tax rates, organizational structures, recordkeeping procedures, and employee assignments can affect software needs. Maintenance services help insure that a package will keep working efficiently and be appropriate over its life.
Described below are a number of maintenance support services available for most packages. Which services should be utilized depends upon organizational needs and resources.

**Warranty services.** Usually a package's developer or vendor warrants that it will be substantially free of programming defects for a specified period—generally three months to a year—after it has been installed. If a programming defect is discovered during this period, the vendor or developer will generally repair it or install a modified version of the program for no additional charge. This kind of service can often be extended past the original warranty deadline for an annual maintenance charge. Such warranties cover software repair only; the vendor and developer will not assume responsibility for consequent organizational costs incurred due to software errors. The warranty is usually void if user modifications have been made.

**Enhancements/upgrades.** It is common for package developers to continue development of commercially offered packages. New features and capabilities are sometimes added, response time improved, or data storage capacities changed or enlarged. These upgraded packages are frequently made available to licensees of earlier versions at reduced cost. Generally, these enhancements are completely compatible with previous versions of the package and can be installed easily. If the original version of the package has been modified, installation of upgrades may be more difficult.

**Package updates.** Changes in laws or circumstances governing an application area will change processing needs. A simple example is a change in tax rates and laws with respect to an accounting program. In many cases the package developer will offer new versions of the program that incorporate these kinds of changes. These updates are often available at no additional cost to organizations that have a maintenance contract with the vendor or developer.

**Modification services.** Package vendors often offer a service to make minor changes in the package to reflect different needs. If, for instance, employee numbers must be changed from 6-digit to 7-digit numbers, package modifications might be required. Changes in data base configuration and parameter values are often included in maintenance contracts. More substantial changes in software usually have to be procured on a cost reimbursable basis.

**On-site package repair.** A software package can sometimes stop working because of programming errors, file space limitations, or because the values of inputs, outputs or internally computed data exceed those anticipated by the developer. Services are often available that can perform
package repair on short notice. This usually entails a qualified programmer or technician coming on site within a short time after problems are reported. The need for this kind of service depends upon the criticality of the software package to performance of organizational functions, how tightly operations are scheduled, and whether replacement services for those computerized functions can be found. (See Contingency Services, below)

**Contingency services.** If the software package or its supporting hardware breaks down for a protracted period of time, replacement services may be needed until repairs are effected. These services can be provided by in-house or outside resources. Manual procedures may replace computerized services on a short-term basis, but if time or resource limitations preclude this, two other options are available. A software service bureau can provide replacement services, but is very expensive to retain on a contingency basis. If the package is not highly modified, another user of the same package will sometimes allow others to use it during off-hours. This sort of arrangement is usually reciprocal and ad hoc, but if other local users of the package can be identified, mutually beneficial arrangements can often be arranged.

**Consultation.** Many package developers and vendors offer consultation services. These services differ in scope, but are often very useful. If users do not know how to perform a particular operation or the package is not performing as expected, they may be able to call the package vendor or developer for information. If the package is maintained in house, and source code for the package is not owned, programmer-level consultation services may be available. Consultation services are usually a part of contracted maintenance agreements with the vendor or developer.

**User groups.** Package users sometimes band together to share information and to suggest future improvements to the developer. These user groups may take the form of regular meetings, or simply be represented by a newsletter.
STEP FIVE: PACKAGE SELECTION

1. Solicitation of proposals
2. Proposal evaluation
3. Package quality evaluation
4. Vendor evaluation
5. Support evaluation
6. Cost-benefit analysis
7. Final package selection

Final package selection should take in a multiplicity of considerations. Package performance should be adequate, and all required forms of support should be available and reliable. A routine method of package evaluation is advocated that provides for consideration of all relevant aspects of package performance and support.
5.0 PACKAGE SELECTION

In order to make the final selection, the candidate packages should be compared in detail. One mechanism to achieve this is to solicit proposals from the vendors and compare the written vendor responses. If this procedure is not followed, the information needed to compare the candidate packages should be gathered by the selection team. This chapter assumes that the process is one of soliciting proposals, but the collected information and the evaluation process are the same in either case.

5.1 Solicitation Of Proposals

Before close evaluation can begin, proposals should be solicited for each package under consideration. If a package is offered by more than one vendor, separate proposals should be solicited from each. The proposal should include all pertinent information about organizational requirements and hardware, maintenance and training needs.

A formal request for a proposal to provide goods and services should specify exactly what is required from prospective vendors. Because of the complexity of software packages, it is important that requirements be precisely stated.

5.1.1 The cover letter

The cover letter should state that the organization is seeking proposals for a software package and briefly describe the application. The letter should request a response, by a specified date, which explicitly addresses the following:

Vendor profile. The vendor should describe the scope of its operations, including the number of employees, the number of packages it supports, and whether it has a programming staff. The vendor should provide a description of its relationship to the package developer (i.e., whether the vendor is the developer of the package, a distributor, an authorized representative, or a broker for the developer).

Developer profile. The vendor should provide a short profile of the package developer, particularly if regular updates from the developer are anticipated or the developer assumes responsibility for package support.

Training and documentation options. The vendor should lay out all training options that are available, specify where training sessions will be held, and describe the scope and price of each option.
Support options. Various support options should be detailed, and average and guaranteed response times to service calls should be specified. If user groups (see Section 4.5) are available, they should be described as well.

Requirements conformance. The vendor's proposal should include a listing of every deviation from stated requirements. If a vital requirement cannot be met, the vendor's response should also state whether the package can be modified to work adequately, and at what price.

Complete price information. All prices related to the package should be detailed, including the following:

- Package lease or license.
- Any package customization required.
- Package installation.
- Each kind of documentation offered.
- Each training option available.
- Each support option available.

Technical response. System security, memory limitations, speed, and basic design should be described according to standard criteria.

Lead time required. The vendor should state how long, once a proposal has been accepted, it will take to have the package ready for installation.

Preparation required. If changes or additions to hardware, other software, or the workplace will be required, they should be delineated.

Miscellaneous. The vendor should also respond to the following questions:

- If the vendor makes substantial modifications to a package, will it grant the right of documentation approval to the customer for all package additions and modifications?
- Is source code included in the package purchase? If not, is it available, and at what cost?
- Will the vendor grant the customer a 30-60 day package acceptance option?
Will the vendor agree to contractual caps on the price of subsequent support agreements after the first has expired?

5.1.2 The requirements statement

The solicitation should feature a complete listing of requirements, including all input and output formats and required response time characteristics. It is generally acceptable to include a copy of the requirements document.

If a special statement of requirements is drafted, it should specify which requirements are vital, which are important, and which are simply preferred. It should also list all hardware currently being used.

5.2 Proposal Evaluation

Proposals should be assembled and evaluation tasks divided among the selection team. The process described in this section allows early identification of packages that may be inappropriate.

5.2.1 Proposal review

Proposals should be examined to make sure they are reasonable in all major respects. If a package cannot meet a vital requirement or necessary modifications are so expensive that they would disqualify a package, it should be dropped from further consideration at this point.

5.2.2 Proposal summation

For each package, a summary profile should be constructed that lists all deviations from requirements, extraordinary features or capabilities, all support and training options offered by each vendor (and the cost of each), the lead time required by vendors to install the package, any required hardware additions or modifications, and special preparations necessary for installation. The summaries will aid the selection team in comparing different packages.
5.3 System Walk-throughs

Using package documentation, application procedures should be "walked through" and data followed as it would be processed by each candidate package. The package should handle and store information appropriately. System flowcharts are often helpful in picturing package processes. Particular attention should be paid to the following:

- All required data should be processed or stored by the package in the required forms. For example, if employee identification numbers are six digits, or contain alphabetic characters, the software package should be able to accommodate them.

- All relevant file and processing categories should be represented in the package (e.g., payment arrangements or inventory categories).

- System data storage capacities should be adequate. Keep in mind that more functions than originally anticipated may eventually be computerized. Also, any possible growth in organization size or recordkeeping requirements over the package's life should be considered.

- If records of package transactions need to be retained, they should be kept by the package, or separate manual procedures will have to be developed to record and store them. Such redundant manual procedures are generally an inefficient use of organizational resources.

- Package features and capabilities will have to be integrated into the working environment. Package selection should insure that they can be, and that legal and internal policy restrictions can be adhered to.

- Data should be accessed and manipulated only by those qualified and authorized to do so. If some functions should be restricted to certain personnel, security precautions may need to be developed.

Having gone through each package's procedures, make a list of all problems or questions that have been identified. Discuss them with the vendor. If the vendor's response to any of these issues is inadequate or too technically involved to evaluate, the data processing expert should review them and discuss any potential impacts.
5.4 Vendor Evaluation

The software package will, in most cases, become central to conducting organizational tasks in the application area. Thus it is very important that the package continue to function reliably and in accordance with any organizational changes. A secondary dependence therefore develops upon the package supplier. In many cases the vendor will provide support services, including maintenance, repair, and enhancement services. Evaluation of a package necessarily entails evaluation of its vendor as well.

5.4.1 Vendor stability evaluation

It is important to research both package vendors and package developers to insure that they are stable and adequately managed. If maintenance and support will be performed in house, these considerations are of less importance.

The vendor should have the technical staff to insure that the package is installed (and modified, if applicable) correctly. Some vendors function only as sales representatives for the package developer, necessitating the investigation of other support options. Sometimes, in such a case, a package's developer will assume responsibility for support services. In either case, available support should be adequate for each package under consideration. If a package will be regularly updated, this is even more important.

Although no single measure is infallible, some indications of the long-term stability and managerial competence of a vendor are suggested below.

- If a vendor has been in business for a number of years, it is generally a good indication that it will continue to remain in business. Most vendors that fail do so within their first few years.

- A low rate of technical staff turnover is another positive indicator. High rates often suggest poor management or a poor industry reputation.

- User interviews can provide the perspectives of those who have dealt with the vendor before. This can provide some very important insights into vendor performance and reliability.

- Dun and Bradstreet reports can often be valuable in evaluating whether a vendor is in good financial condition. A marginal business should not be relied upon for support.
Another good indication of the vendor's long-term financial stability and reliability is the way it responds to potential customers. The vendor proposal should be thorough, deadlines should be met, and questions should be answered satisfactorily.

There is no substitute for careful judgement in evaluating candidate package developers and vendors. The vendor should be well managed, should be easy to deal with, and should respect any commitments made.

5.4.2 The vendor interview

The package selection team should meet with the vendors of packages under consideration. Questions raised during proposal evaluation should be addressed to the satisfaction of all team members. If a vendor's response in any area is inadequate, let the vendor know that a more appropriate answer is expected. Some questions may require research or consultation with programmers, with the full response to be presented at a later date.

Contract and procurement personnel should be present at vendor interviews. They should make sure that any vendor guarantees or representations will be reflected in a contract, should that vendor be selected.

The interview should address whether the vendor has the staff and technical expertise to perform any package modification or support that may be needed. If possible, a vendor technical staff member should be present at the interview to address these kinds of questions.

The goal of the vendor interview is to evaluate whether the vendor has the professionalism and expertise to support a package adequately. The vendor presentation, which is described in the following section, will focus on the quality of the software package itself. Both the vendor interview and the vendor presentations may take place at the same occasion, but it is important that both the vendor and the package be evaluated separately.

5.4.3 Vendor presentations

The entire selection team should attend vendor presentations for the candidate packages that are still under consideration.
The presentation should offer a package demonstration and give selection team members an opportunity to use the package. Any problems or questions that come up should be noted so they can be resolved later. If possible, vendor technical staff should attend the presentation so questions can be answered directly. All guarantees of package performance or support deadlines should be noted.

5.4.4 On-site visits to package users

The vendor should be willing to supply a number of user references. It is extremely helpful to arrange an on-site visit and see the package in actual operation. If possible, the whole package selection team should attend. If there is an opportunity for hands-on use of the package, different procedures should be performed, with particular attention paid to the simplicity of package use and response time. The opportunity should be used to ask any questions that may have been raised in earlier package evaluation and to see exactly what procedures have to be followed to effect major application tasks.

5.5 Support Evaluation

Available support options should be evaluated for each candidate package. The process is a straightforward one: needs are compared to support options. Where there are a number of adequate support options, cost can be taken into closer consideration as a decision criterion. In no case should a package be chosen unless adequate support provisions can be made.

5.5.1 Installation

If no single installer can satisfy all needed technical requirements, cooperative installation using more than one installer may be used. If this is called for, very careful planning and preparation will be necessary. The responsibility for the different installation tasks will have to be clearly and explicitly understood by all parties. Close consultation is essential; many issues will have to be resolved in a large or complicated installation. Before counting on a cooperative installation effort, all potential parties to it should have a chance to meet and determine whether they can work together and whether scheduling will be a problem.
If installation cannot be performed adequately by in-house personnel, the vendor, or the developer, a computer consultant can be retained to do it. A consultant is sometimes retained to supply needed expertise to other installation personnel; for example, when an in-house installer doesn’t have the knowledge or experience to do the data base reconfiguration required for an installation.

5.5.2 Documentation

Documentation from each package should be evaluated. The vendor or developer will often make documentation (except source code) available to prospective customers for evaluation. A deposit equivalent to the purchase price of the documents borrowed is often all that is required. Even if it has to be purchased, important documentation should be reviewed. At the minimum, a user manual and a technical manual should be evaluated.

Whenever possible, a document should be reviewed by the employee who would have to use it in the event of package purchase. Each group of reviewers should list five or six operations they would have to perform on the package. They should then try to determine, using the documentation, how that operation is performed. If the document is clear and well written, this should be fairly easy. If not, this procedure helps identify weak points of the documentation.

Index entries should be checked to insure that the page numbers are accurate and that all significant discussions of the keywords are included. Similarly, it should also be checked backwards, from text to index. Using the operations chosen above as examples, check the index to make sure that it includes all important aspects of each operation.

The reviewers’ ratings of each document should be compiled into a single rating, with especially strong and weak points noted. Documentation for each package should be adequate. If not, that package should be withdrawn from consideration.

5.5.3 Training

Available training options for each package should be evaluated. If, for any package, significant training needs are not met by vendor or developer training, they will have to be provided in-house. If they cannot be met with either in-house or vendor/developer resources, the package should not be considered suitable.
If more than one training program is offered for a package, evaluation should be done separately for each program considered. Evaluation of training should include consideration of the following:

- Quality of training documentation.
- Whether training will incorporate procedural changes and package modifications.
- Whether computer-assisted instruction is available.
- Whether training will be conducted on-site.
- Whether training will be tailored to the training groups and specific needs of the user organization.
- Cost of training.
- Whether special training is available for the functional manager, system manager, and system operator.

The relative importance of each of these issues depends on the specific details of an application, but all of them should be considered.

5.5.4 Maintenance

Consideration of maintenance options will depend on a number of factors. Those services that must be provided should be delineated for each package and then the most appropriate parties to perform each support service determined. In an application area that changes frequently, it is often a good idea to buy enhancement services. For instance, accounting packages may change every year to reflect changes in tax laws.

5.6 Cost–benefit Analysis

Each candidate package has a different set of features and characteristics: somehow the "best" package must be chosen. Assigning monetary values to significant package characteristics provides a common basis of comparison.

This is the stage at which final package selection begins in earnest. Earlier stages of consideration served to identify and eliminate unsuitable candidates. At this point, there should be three to five suitable candidates and the objective is to make the "best" selection.
Cost-benefit analysis is the surest means of doing this. It is time consuming and requires close analysis, but can determine the ultimate organizational cost of each candidate package more accurately than any other method of analysis.

The analysis should be scaled to the cost and criticality of the package. If analysis will be limited, it should focus on the most important aspects of package performance. A comprehensive but casual analysis is not very useful. If candidate packages are significantly different, cost-benefit analysis should address the most important points of difference.

5.6.1 Opportunity costs

An opportunity cost, or "foreclosure cost," is a cost inherent in giving up one option in favor of another. For example, assume that one must choose between two software packages that are identical in every respect, except that one has an extra feature and costs $2,000 more. It is impossible to say which is the better buy unless the value of that extra feature is known. If that feature would result in cost savings of $50,000 over the life of the package, the feature is most certainly worthwhile. If, on the other hand, its benefits are trivial, it would be more cost effective to forego it and buy the less expensive package.

In most cases, the packages being compared are far from identical. Each package offers a different mix of features and a quantification of opportunity costs may be difficult. However, these costs are not unimportant. In most cases, the consequent costs of a package will far exceed its purchase price.

5.6.2 Feature accounting

The costs of a package or feature all relate to deviations from "perfect" package performance. If the requirements document is carefully drafted, it should include a precise list of all features that should be included in a package. Additional features are justifiable only to the degree that they enhance organizational performance.

Packages should be compared as described in vendor proposals. Only the level of package performance that the vendor is willing to guarantee is relevant in comparing packages. All changes, adaptations and limitations of each package should be taken into consideration.
Unless the value of specific features is known, the various mixes of features offered by different packages cannot be evaluated meaningfully. Each feature should be given either a calculated cost or an assigned value. A calculated cost is one that may be determined directly from an accounting of anticipated organizational savings. An assigned value is dependent upon organizational values, priorities and circumstances. The best guide for assigning a value is to ask how much would be too much to pay for the benefits offered by a single feature.

5.7 Final Package Selection

The goal of software package evaluation is to select the optimal package with respect to organizational needs. The "perfect" package probably won't be found. Commercial software packages are designed to serve a generalized application need. Organizational characteristics are unique. Even the most flexibly designed software package cannot be responsive to every particular application need.

The customer, then, wants to pick the package that is the most appropriate. The purchase of a software package is a complex process, with so many different impacts, that unless this is approached systematically, important considerations might be left out or not given the weight they deserve.

In order to perform the final package selection, the candidate packages should be "scored" and assigned values, so that a uniform basis of comparison is used. Provision should be made for adjusting the comparison to reflect organizational priorities and values. The package that results in the highest point value should represent the best choice for a particular set of organizational circumstances. Ultimate point scores should not be viewed as perfect representations of a package's "true worth," but as criteria for a final decision.

5.8 Decision Approval

When the final selection of a software package has been made, the decision often has to be approved by others before the purchase is made. It is important that the criteria and processes used by the selection team are recorded and preserved. Literature from every package considered and the reasons for dropping packages from further consideration should be included.
Such a presentation should generally include the following information:

- The requirements document.
- The vendor responses for all final contenders.
- Any documentation supporting the decision to buy packaged software instead of custom development.
- The package evaluation and cost-benefit analysis for the final contenders, along with an explanation of the way weighting variables were assigned.

In most large corporations or government offices, this kind of decision justification is largely proceduralized. Whatever the form, decision presentation should emphasize the thorough and systematic approach of the package search.
## STEP SIX: CONTRACT NEGOTIATION

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Package contract negotiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Support services contract negotiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Specification of performance guarantees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Determination of compensation arrangements</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The contract(s) with the package vendor and support service providers require(s) scrupulous attention to detail and careful representation of all agreements made with the customer. Careful review of each contract, before it has been signed, is the best insurance that the package will continue to fulfill organizational needs.
The contract with the vendor or developer is the definitive statement of all promises and agreements made with the customer. It is vital that it be carefully drafted and reviewed. Any misunderstanding or unwarranted assumption could lead to increased organizational costs, less than optimal package performance, or inappropriate service agreements.

Government agencies and most large companies have established procedures for procurement of large purchases. Contracts for software packages and support services should conform to all applicable policies. It is important that a legal or procurements expert be involved in the drafting, revision, and review of the contract for the software package and any ancillary services, so that organizational needs are clearly and fully represented in the contract.

Every understanding with the vendor and any other support providers should be explicitly stated. All guarantees of package or support performance will be based on the contract. Therefore, every significant promise made by the package licensor and service providers should be written in the contract.

The contract should not contain terms that are subject to interpretation. Words like "prompt," "reliable," and "flexible" are useless unless their meanings are clearly defined in writing and understood by all involved parties.

Table 7 lists the details that any contract for software package purchase or support should address.

**Table 7 - Issues Addressed by the Contract**

Acceptable performance criteria.  
Conditions of performance.  
Penalties and remedies for nonconformance.  
Warranty conditions.  
Promised dates for deliveries and completion of services.  
Prices and payment schedules.  
Lists of applicable features, reports, and system components.
6.1 The Statement Of Work

The central part of the contract will be the Statement of Work, which describes the goods or services the contractor is expected to provide. It should include the following:

System specifications. All system specifications, as agreed to by the package provider, should be delineated. This can best be done by appending the requirements document, revised to reflect any changes or new understandings, to the contract.

A copy or representation of every report that the package will be expected to produce should be included with the contract. The information to be contained in each report should be listed, and the maximum and minimum values of each item specified.

Technical specifications for the package should also be detailed. Minimum file space limits for each record and data field should be specified, as well as the maximum number of files that will be stored. Maximum acceptable response times and minimum reliability characteristics should be specified in verifiable and unambiguous terms.

All specifications listed in the contract should be mutually acceptable. If the vendor is reluctant to have any particular standard included in the contract, another standard that is mutually acceptable can usually be found.

All documentation that will be purchased with the contract should be listed by name and by stock or catalog number. Delivery of all documentation should be required prior to installation.

Module listing. The software package and each component module should be listed in the contract. The version number of the package being purchased should be specified.

Complete specification of services. All promised services should be listed and detailed on the contract. Terms should be specific. The contract should specify the circumstances covered by the service agreements, exclusions to service coverage, and the maximum acceptable response time to a request for service. If installation services are included, the installation date should be specified. It is advisable to cite the names or qualifications of the personnel that will be performing different support tasks: trainers, installers, on-site diagnosticians, etc.
6.2 Performance Guarantees

A contract for a package or package support should specify in detail all standards to which the provider will be expected to adhere. It should include:

**Package fixes.** Repairs or modifications to the package should be made in conformance with contractual specifications, unless otherwise agreed. Maintenance service providers should agree not only to perform necessary repairs or modifications, but to correct any undesirable repercussions. If, for instance, a repair results in the disruption of other package features, or requires reconfiguration of the data base, it should be the responsibility of the maintenance service provider to insure that the package remains fully operational.

Deadlines for package repairs and modifications should be stated clearly. If a package problem impairs day-to-day use of the system, shorter "emergency" deadlines should be in force. For those changes that only increase package efficiency or usability, more lenient deadlines can be specified.

**Warranty provisions.** The terms and limitations of the package warranty should be specified. If the warranty and the maintenance contract run concurrently, the contract should specify that conflicts between them will be resolved in the favor of the customer.

**Package acceptance.** A package acceptance clause should be included in the contract. Acceptance options typically run ten to sixty days. All acceptance criteria, if different from the list of enforceable standards, should be delineated. "Satisfaction" is not an adequate criterion for acceptance.

The acceptance period should begin after correction of the last problem with the package. If the package provider has to make changes to the package to bring it into conformance with other provisions of the contract, the clock on the acceptance period should restart. Formal acceptance should be documented and signed by both the customer and vendor. These issues are discussed in greater detail in NBS Special Publication 500-136, "An Overview of Computer Software Acceptance Testing."

**Penalty provisions.** If either party to a contract fails to fulfill contractual responsibilities, reasonable penalties should be levied. Penalties should serve both to motivate each party to perform their contractual obligations and to compensate one party for losses and inconvenience caused by the other.
6.3 Compensation

The contract should specify the cost of the package and support services, and the agreed terms of payment. It should include:

**Itemized price listing.** The price of the software package, modifications, and services should be itemized separately. If they are sold "bundled", the contract should specify whether they can be unbundled in the future, and the price penalties for doing so.

**Terms of payment.** The schedule of payments for the package, installation, and each support service should be listed. The package and installation cost should not be paid in full until the acceptance period is over; it is common to pay half before installation and half after package acceptance. Because of this, payment terms should be expressed as time elapsed since milestones, such as acceptance, instead of specific calendar dates.

Most contracts will provide for penalties for late payment of money legitimately owed the package and service providers. How late a payment can be before it is considered a voidable breach of contract should also be specified.

6.4 Other Issues

There are a number of other issues a software package licensing agreement and support services contract should cover.

6.4.1 Cancellation

If the agreement with the package or support service provider is cancelled, precautions should be included in the contract that mitigate the harmful impacts.

Both parties should fulfill all contractual obligations until the time that a cancellation is effective. If a software package turns out to be troublesome, it might be tempting for the maintenance service provider(s) to cut their losses and cancel the support contract. Before a cancellation of the contract is effective, all problems identified to that point should be resolved.

There should be a notification requirement of thirty days or more before either party can cancel any agreement. This allows enough time for any other necessary arrangements to be made and allows the purchaser to evaluate whether all service needs have been met for the period that the contract was in force.
In case of cancellation, a refund schedule, or termination support schedule, for unreceived services should be determined beforehand. Pro-rata refund is the most usual arrangement, but if this isn't equitable, another arrangement can usually be worked out. A cancellation penalty is often specified to discourage frivolous cancellation and to compensate the other party for any expenses or inconvenience incurred.

The contract can prohibit unilateral cancellation entirely, or it can describe a set of circumstances in which it is allowed. If both the package and support services are provided by the same vendor, the option of returning the package if support is withdrawn should be retained. If cancellation is due to nonfulfillment by one party of its contractual obligations, voidable breaches should be described (e.g., how late a payment can be, or how long a serious package problem can go uncorrected).

If support service providers are unable to perform their obligations adequately, they should bear the costs of having them performed correctly by some other party. The conditions under which this may be done should be specified.

In the event that either party cancels the contract, the service providers should turn over copies of all records and documentation relating to the contract. Service records and documentation of any modifications and data base reconfigurations are vital to continued maintenance of the package.

### 6.4.2 Condition waivers

If any contract terms will not apply under a particular set of circumstances, those circumstances should be detailed. The contract should specify that all waivers of contract terms must be in writing.

### 6.4.3 Package ownership

Software packages are usually licensed, not purchased. The terms of the package license should be precisely specified. The following issues should be addressed in the contract:

- What is the term of the license?
- Can the license be revoked?
Is license renewal guaranteed after the end of the initial term?

Is the license transferrable?

Copying rights for the package should also be delineated in the licensing contract. Can back-up copies of the package be made for internal use? If not, will the vendor or developer provide back-up copies, and at what price? If a copy of the package will be provided only if the damaged original is returned, what will the copy cost and how long will it take to deliver it?

If internal modifications have been made to the package, it is important that the right to make back-ups is retained. It should also be specified whether the package can be used at a second site for a reduced licensing fee, no additional charge, or the full package price.

The contract should also include an assertion by the provider that it owns the package or has the right to license it, and assumes liability if its ownership is later cast into question. If modifications have been made to the package, ownership of the modifications should be specified. If contracted-for programs or routines are ever marketed, the organization that paid for the package development should receive a reasonable royalty from them.

6.4.4 Nondisclosure of proprietary information

If, in developing modifications or in servicing or installing the package, confidential information about organizational operations will be revealed to package or support services providers, the contract should include a clause that prohibits them from revealing what they have incidentally learned.

6.4.5 Future performance/contract renewal

If use of the software package is anticipated for a number of years, and support service contracts run only annually, the contract(s) should include some provisions regarding future contract renewals. It should be agreed (and documented) that contract renewals will have the same terms as the contract replaced unless changes are submitted to the other party at least thirty days before expiration. If possible, limitations should be set on the amount that contract renewals may increase in price.
6.4.6 Contingencies

Contingencies that might affect contract performance should be included in the contract. If the package or service provider goes out of business, all documentation and records should be turned back to the customer. If the service provider is providing complex maintenance or modification services, source code may be required for another party to assume maintenance; if this is the case, the source code should also be turned over.
STEP SEVEN: PACKAGE INSTALLATION

1. Formation of the installation team
2. Identification of installation issues
3. Package customization
4. Employee training
5. Transition to new package/procedures
6. Implementation of back-up procedures
7. Post-installation performance evaluation

The period between the purchase of a software package and its reliable use involves considerable accommodations between the package and organizational procedures, files, employees, and physical environments. Organizational adaptation should take place in a number of different spheres. Careful planning helps to insure that the transition to the new software package will be trouble-free.
7.0 PACKAGE INSTALLATION

When a new software package is incorporated into an organization, adjustments are inevitable. Interfaces between the package and its organizational environment have to be identified and smoothed out. A number of different tasks comprise package installation:

- Preparation of test data.
- Package installation.
- Employee training.
- File conversion.
- Package testing.
- Implementation of procedural changes.
- Institution of back-up procedures.

Package testing, although part of installation, is discussed separately in Chapter 8.

7.1 Formation Of The Installation Team

Once the software package has been selected and the contract negotiated, an installation team should be assembled. Its members should include a team leader, data processing expert, and representative of user personnel. The team will analyze and develop strategies for handling package installation needs and oversee the scheduling and implementation of the identified tasks.

The installation team should collectively have a thorough understanding of both the system and organizational operations. Since no single person on the team will have a comprehensive understanding of all technical, procedural, and policy issues of installation, it is important that team members communicate freely. The team should meet regularly as a whole, and each member should be aware of the activities of the others.

Table 8 lists the duties typically required of installation team members.
Table 8 - Installation Team Duties

**TEAM MANAGER**
- Coordinate installation
- Assign installation tasks
- Approve scheduling
- Develop strategy for package introduction and acceptance
- Serve as liaison to other managers

**USER REPRESENTATIVE**
- Evaluate effectiveness of training proposals
- Coordinate package with organizational procedures
- Serve as liaison from team to employees

**DATA PROCESSING EXPERT**
- Evaluate technical merit of installation proposals
- Estimate and coordinate file conversion and testing efforts
- Evaluate vendor performance
- Serve as technical liaison to vendor

7.1.1 The team leader

The functional manager of the package application should head the installation team. If more than one manager is involved, a team leader should be designated from among them. The team leader is responsible for selecting the other members of the installation team, making duty assignments, coordinating the installation effort, approving scheduling of installation tasks, and establishing installation priorities. The team leader is generally the most appropriate liaison to other departments or managers.

7.1.2 User representatives

The installation team should include employees who will actually be using the new package. They will be needed to evaluate and make recommendations on integrating the package into the working environment, on the adequacy of planned training, and on the effects of the new package on day-to-day organizational operations. If possible, there should be at least one user representative from each class of employee.
that will use the package (e.g., if management and clerical staffs will both be using the package in a different way, each group should have a representative on the installation team).

7.1.3 The data processing expert

The data processing expert may be a member of the in-house data processing staff or an outside consultant. If installation options require technical consultation, the data processing expert can apprise the installation team of the consequences associated with different options. The data processing expert is also the most appropriate member of the installation team to communicate organizational concerns to the vendor and to evaluate the vendor's technical performance.

If in-house data processing personnel are not available, or if the organization has no data processing staff, a package installation consultant may be retained. If possible, a consultant should be retained who has experience with packages in the application area. It is better still if one can be found who has experience installing the same software package.

7.2 Installation Considerations

The central task in any package installation will, of course, be the installation of the package onto the computer. Although installation usually involves reading the package from magnetic disk or tape into the computer system, substantial preparations for installation often have to be made. Any new hardware the system will use should be ordered, installed, and tested. If reconfiguration of the workplace is required, that should be done as well. If installation requires dedicated use of the computer system, other users should be notified and installation scheduled for an appropriate time.

Another integral part of installation is package testing. Custom modifications to the package should be completed and tested. Test data should be prepared which invokes major package functions. Testing should be scheduled immediately after installation, while installation personnel are still present. Chapter 8 discusses package testing in detail.

A number of factors that should be addressed in the installation plan are discussed below. Table 9 summarizes installation considerations.
Table 9 - Components of Installation

**SYSTEM CUSTOMIZATION**
- Arrange for package modifications

**SYSTEM INSTALLATION**
- Prepare hardware environment
- Design any special forms required
- Order new supplies
- Reconfigure workplace for new package

**FILE CONVERSION**
- Determine file conversion needs
- Arrange for file conversion
- Have conversion program prepared and tested
- Check new files for format and accuracy

**PROCEDURAL CHANGES**
- Develop any new procedures required by package
- Have new procedures approved, if required
- Implement and propagate new procedures

**BACK-UP PROCEDURES**
- Develop back-up procedures for files and processes

**TRAINING**
- Develop training program
- Define assistance procedures
- Plan user forums until employees are comfortable with package

**HUMAN CONSIDERATIONS**
- Develop plan for package introduction
- Implement formal mechanism for employee comments

### 7.2.1 File conversion

File conversion is a time-consuming and resource-intensive part of installation. Relevant organizational files and records must be converted into the form required by the new package.

If the new software package represents an initial computerization, data entry, although it is a significant undertaking, can help familiarize employees with the new package, and may therefore supplement training. If the
number of files is too large to enter entirely in house, it may still be wise to have in-house personnel enter at least part of them.

If the new software package requires a large amount of manual data entry before it can become fully operative, incremental file conversion may be worth considering. This involves entering data into the new package in relevant and coherent subgroups, so that the package can process some information before all organizational files are on-line. This can enable some functions, work locations, or departments to be brought on-line before others.

If previous records were computerized, a special computer program can usually be written to convert old files into the new formats. However, it is sometimes better to enter them, one by one, through the package as a series of transactions instead of simply reformatting present files. File information will then be passed through the new package's error-checking mechanisms, so mistakes can be caught and corrected. Also, when file conversion is processed as a series of transactions, an audit trail can be produced so that system or file conversion errors can be traced.

7.2.2 Procedural changes

Installation of a new software package is often accompanied by concurrent changes in organizational procedures. Changes in procedures and policies should be studied, detailed, and implemented prior to installation of the new package. If changes in procedure require approval, requests for consideration should be submitted early enough that the rest of installation is not delayed. Changes in job assignments should be identified, and employees should be notified of changes as early as possible. Organizational procedure manuals should also be revised to reflect policies or procedures that will be used after the package has been installed.

7.2.3 Back-up procedures

Procedures should be developed for the contingencies of computer failure and file loss. At the most basic level, this usually entails periodically copying computer records onto disk or tape so that current file information can be reconstructed if necessary. How often this should be done depends largely upon organizational needs and circumstances, and should be decided internally. If audit trails need to be maintained, provisions should be made for keeping transaction
records as well. A number of approaches to system back-up have been standardized and are documented in detail in other literature.

7.2.4 Training

Training should be scheduled so that employees are still able to do the work they are required to do. If employees will be doing manual file conversion, they should know the basics of package operation, and understand file formatting and data entry procedures before they start. Training is generally best scheduled for the period immediately preceding installation and initial testing. Noncritical practice time on a fully functional package is also helpful.

If the functional manager or system manager will be given special training, that should be arranged. Training sessions should be arranged for the employee groups that have been singled out for vendor or developer training. (When scheduling training, be mindful of the system functions each group will have to perform during file conversion and parallel operations.)

The employee groups and the information not covered by vendor training should be identified. Arrangements should be made so that the training needs of each group are satisfied. Separate policy training may be provided in house if procedural changes are extensive or significant.

Training for employees whose contact with the package will be superficial may be provided by another organizational employee who has received more extensive training (usually a supervisor).

The training to be provided in-house should be identified and addressed in the installation plan. Trainers should be designated, and their training given appropriate emphasis. If in-house training documentation is to be written, its scope should be planned, writers should be assigned, and a reasonable completion date determined.

7.2.5 Human considerations

Some of the most persistent installation problems result from employees' reactions to introduction of a new package and the procedural changes that accompany it. Introduction of a package into the workplace should be very carefully handled. The installation team should be aware of human consequences of the new package and plan ways to mitigate any problems that may arise.
Employee resistance to a new package is not uncommon. It is often initially perceived as a hindrance rather than an aid to performing duties; and the changes in procedures, duties, and job titles that accompany a new package are sometimes resented. To minimize these problems, prepare employees for changes before they occur.

Consultation with employees should be sought throughout the package selection and installation process. User personnel can provide valuable input on day-to-day procedures, and this input can provide insurance that a particular package will be appropriate to an organization’s application needs. If employees feel that their counsel is regarded seriously, they are less likely to feel that a package has been arbitrarily imposed on them.

Employee forums should be held to discuss how procedures might be streamlined through computerization. A suggestion box can be used to solicit comments and ideas that employees might be reluctant to offer publicly. The user representatives in the package selection and installation teams should serve as employee liaisons.

User forums should be scheduled weekly or bi-weekly for an indefinite period, and leaders should be selected. User forums can be discontinued at any point at which employees are comfortable and competent on the package. They should be scheduled, though, at least through the end of parallel operations.

If employees will be dismissed or transferred due to efficiency gains associated with the new package, this should be planned for early. To the greatest degree practical, dismissals or transfers should be avoided close to package introduction.

Installation analysis should identify any potential negative effects of the new software package and propose strategies for mitigating them. This analysis should try to assume the perspective of different groups of employees that will be affected by the package.

Any negative effects of installation should be distributed. If, for example, large amounts of tedious data entry are required, a single employee or group of employees should not do it all. It can be alienating to work on a computer terminal all day; if an employee does little else, both performance and job satisfaction may decline. Work should be structured so that it is interspersed with other tasks and contact with other people.

Be frank with employees about disadvantages of the new package. Acknowledge that their jobs might change in ways that might not always be welcomed. In most cases there is no
problem once employees have become accustomed to a new package, but the period immediately after package installation can be critical in shaping their attitudes.

Some employees may be "computerphobic," and may be so intimidated by the computer that they are not able to work effectively on it. In these cases it is sometimes helpful to run purely practice training data on the package for a while before actual organizational files are processed. This allows personnel to relate to the computer under less threatening circumstances and become familiar with the keyboard, terminal, and package commands.

Employees often fear that they may make mistakes on the new package that they will not be able to correct. Let the employees know that mistakes are not critical, particularly during the first few weeks of installation. Most packages have provisions so that important data cannot be destroyed without invoking complex commands; most mistakes are correctable if they are identified.

7.3 Installation Planning

Package installation involves many different functions, and formal planning is the only way to insure that it will progress smoothly. The installation plan should address all aspects of installation, testing, and training. Component tasks should be scheduled, and task leaders designated.

The day(s) that a software package is installed will be hard to schedule, since installation is in part concerned with correcting unforeseen difficulties. But installation should be systematized to the greatest degree possible.

Package demonstrations should be conducted for all employees who will use the system. If employees received some training before installation, they should have an opportunity to use the package. Questions or problems about package use should be addressed.

Employees should be familiar with the package before they do any actual work, including manual file conversion. At minimum, they should know the command and correction procedures for every operation they are required to perform. Formal training should be scheduled for a time very close to package demonstration, preferably immediately after.
7.3.1 Preparing the environment

Careful preparation and planning can help insure that the installation period will not be overly troublesome. The post-installation period is usually hectic. The more carefully installation is planned, the sooner the package can be relied upon for day-to-day use.

User, operator, and training documentation should be received before the package is installed. Training documentation, in particular, should be inspected to make sure that it is adequate and appropriate to organizational needs. If it is not, in-house training manuals or supplements to vendor manuals will have to be drafted.

Development of package modifications often requires dedicated use of the operating system during design and testing. If this is the case, arrangements should be made so that the system development staff have periodic access to the computer system as necessary. This sometimes requires that the computer not be used for anything else, and other work should be scheduled accordingly.

If required, a workspace should be cleared for use by installation personnel. If installation requires all computer resources, this should also be arranged. All necessary assistance (whether in the form of dedicated employee time or other resources) should be provided to the installation staff.

If automatic file conversion will be done during installation, current computerized files should be made available to installation personnel. Personnel should be assigned to spot-check converted files. If manual file conversion is to be done, employees should be trained to do the required data entry. Employees should not be responsible for checking the same files they have entered. If files from more than one source will be integrated by the new package, they should be assembled to facilitate data entry. If incremental file conversion will be employed, determine which files will be needed first.

7.3.2 Operational planning

If procedural changes will accompany installation of the software package, they should be worked out in detail. Although procedural changes were considered at the needs analysis stage of package selection, they should be reconsidered and refined during installation planning with respect to specific features and characteristics of the software package purchased. The package may have different features or data structures than detailed in the original
requirements document; procedures should be revised as appropriate.

The frequency that file back-ups are made, the storage location of back-up records, and the personnel responsible for performing back-ups should be detailed. Contingency plans should be defined. If operations must be continuous, manual procedures should be prepared for use in the event of system failure. Procedures should provide for recording of all transactions so they can be entered on-line when the system is operational again.

If changes in policies or procedures require approval from higher management, they should be submitted early enough that installation will not be delayed. In large organizations, it is typical that procedures are formally documented in policy manuals. Policy manuals should be revised in accordance with organizational requirements to reflect installation-related changes in workflow, job assignments or procedures.

The installation plan should also detail how new policies will be propagated. Memos should be circulated summarizing changes in policies immediately before or after package installation. If changes are profound, new policies and procedures should be integrated into package training.

### 7.3.3 Package customization

If the software package will be customized, the installation plan should provide for regular monitoring of the progress of package modification. If the development staff requires the computer for testing the package modifications, arrangements should be made so they may do so.

Documentation of package modifications should be reviewed by the data processing member of the installation team; good documentation is absolutely vital for later package enhancement and modification. After the package has been in use for several years, documentation is often the only comprehensive guide to package modifications.

### 7.3.4 The transition period

The transition period is the time from package installation until the end of parallel operations. During this time, files and procedures should be changed to suit the new package, and package performance is constantly checked and monitored.
Demands on personnel are likely to be high during this period. Not only are they learning to use the new package, but current operations must be maintained. During this period, package results should also be closely checked against manual procedures. For these reasons, it is best that installation take place during a slow period, if possible.

If temporary personnel need to be hired, this should be arranged. Regular employees should work on the new package to the greatest extent possible; temporary personnel should conduct former procedures and spot check files. They should be supervised closely enough to insure that current procedures are conducted correctly.

The new package should not be depended upon for any crucial report or deadline until parallel operations have been completed. In fact, manual records should be kept, if possible, of every file in which a transaction has occurred during the transition period. This way, if the package has processed data incorrectly, the files with faulty information can be identified and corrected.

7.4 Performance Evaluation

After the package has been installed and in use for some time, an assessment should be made of how well it performs with respect to organizational needs. This evaluation should address whether anticipated efficiency gains have been realized, and should identify any problem areas that might be corrected.

Performance evaluation should take place six to twelve months after package installation, after major package and procedural obstacles have been resolved. It is helpful to do a similar evaluation annually to insure that the package continues to be effective in changing organizational circumstances. Policies, workloads, legal requirements, and organizational duties can change over time, and re-evaluation of package performance can help insure that the package remains appropriate.

7.4.1 Evaluation criteria

The most basic performance evaluation is simply an assessment of whether the new package meets organizational requirements. The package specifications in the contract can be used as a checklist, and any nonconformance should be noted. If the package exceeds requirements in any important respects, that should be noted as well.
A more detailed assessment can include the specific way in which the package has been integrated into the organizational environment, with particular focus on the interfaces between employees and the package. Areas which deserve particular attention are suggested in Table 10.

The most complete kind of performance evaluation involves calculation of the organizational costs saved or incurred by using a new software package. Depending on how carefully it is done, this evaluation can be quite precise (and time consuming). The opportunity cost guidelines in Section 5.6.1 can be used to evaluate package cost effectiveness. Simply recalculate each cost identified as experience dictates. Subtract from this all package costs including the cost for the package and its modifications, installation, maintenance, and training over the package's life. The result will be a net cost or savings associated with the new software package.

7.4.2 Performance monitoring

A variety of strategies can help insure that the package's performance is optimal. They involve early identification of substandard package performance and procedures for regular re-evaluation of this performance.

7.4.2.1 Performance milestones

At the time the package is installed, a series of performance criteria should be established that reflect organizational needs and priorities. Table 10 may be used as a guide, but any peculiar organizational factors should be reflected. These may be drafted into checklist form so that major users can rate package appropriateness and performance on a numerical scale. Such evaluations should be made at least annually, and may be required more frequently in a quickly changing environment.

7.4.2.2 Employee feedback

Some formal mechanism should be established to receive and consider employee input regarding the software package. Complaints, suggestions, and observations should be solicited and saved; those that cannot be immediately resolved should be considered in the package's annual performance evaluation.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 10 - Performance Evaluation Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**PROCESSING TIME**
- Interactive processing
- File searching
- Report generation
- System closeout

**ACCURACY/RELIABILITY**
- Frequency/severity of downtime
- Accuracy of processed information
- Adequate error detecting mechanisms
- Predictable response to all input

**HUMAN INTERFACE**
- Operators comfortable and conversant with package
- No significant operator-induced errors
- Training is adequate for operator needs
- Operating procedures not unduly time consuming

**PACKAGE SPECIFICATIONS**
- Appropriate file space limitations
- All required information maintained by package
- Adequate file search categories
- Peripherally stored data readily retrievable

**ORGANIZATIONAL INTEGRATION**
- Organizational and package procedures integrated
- Required information easily locatable
- Work flow and document flow rationalized
- Package accessible to all who need it

### 4.2.3 Maintenance contract evaluation

The package's maintenance contract or agreement should be reviewed annually to insure full compliance with organizational requirements. It is best to do this prior to renewal so appropriate additional provisions can be added to the next contract. Any problems with maintenance services should be noted and resolved before contract renewal.
7.4.3 **Insuring conformance to needs**

If any outstanding problems or limitations of the software package are discovered, they should be resolved immediately. Less important problems and limitations should be documented and saved for inclusion in the next performance evaluation.

At each evaluation, all problems and suggested improvements to the package should be listed. Particular attention should be paid to the interfaces between employees, policies, organizational goals, and the software package. Any inefficiencies that can be identified (not just in the package, but in any part of the application) should be noted.

Secondly, a list should be made of all proposals to increase system efficiency and improve system interfaces. Employee suggestions might provide some valuable ideas. For those suggestions that require changes to the software package, a data processing expert may be consulted to make sure that they are feasible and cost effective. Those suggestions that are practical and would result in significantly increased efficiency, clarity, or employee satisfaction should be implemented.

Figure 15 is a timeline of the major tasks involved in an installation. It is offered only to give an idea of the general timeframe of a package installation; it should not be considered a guideline, but simply an example.
### ACCOUNTING PACKAGE INSTALLATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Software package selected</td>
<td>Feb 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor selected</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Package modifications scheduled</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual file conversion estimated</td>
<td>Mar 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File conversion program scheduled</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational procedures analyzed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New hardware ordered</td>
<td>May 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New forms designed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schedule training</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back-up procedures defined</td>
<td>Jul 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training program designed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review vendor progress</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have new procedures approved</td>
<td>Aug 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schedule manual file conversion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Order new supplies</td>
<td>Oct 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrange for temporary transition personnel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prepare package test data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrange to have workload reduced during installation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Promulgate new policies</td>
<td>Nov 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check on vendor progress</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test file conversion program</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrange for computer down time during installation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New hardware arrives</td>
<td>Dec 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New supplies arrive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documentation of customizations inspected and approved</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clear workspaces for installation</td>
<td>Jan 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make installation personnel available to vendor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have test data ready for vendor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Installation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Package specification testing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample data testing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Package demonstration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial training begins</td>
<td>Feb 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automated file conversion done</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual file conversion begun</td>
<td>Mar 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily output checking</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-house supplemental training</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File conversion complete</td>
<td>May 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallel operations begun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User forums begun</td>
<td>Jun 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File formats double-checked</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First cycle of parallel operations closed</td>
<td>Jun 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conference with vendor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second cycle of parallel operations</td>
<td>Jul 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluate in-house training</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluate package performance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Package acceptance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third cycle of parallel operations -</td>
<td>Jul 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--decide whether to suspend</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prepare to store or discard old hard files</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conduct performance evaluation</td>
<td>Sep 15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spot check files</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conduct user forum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Following year...</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluate vendor performance</td>
<td>May 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluate package/organization interface</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renew maintenance contract</td>
<td>Jun 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Sample Installation Milestone Timeline
STEP EIGHT: PACKAGE TESTING

1. Identification of test goals
2. Performance of package testing
3. Package acceptance

Careful package testing before and during installation can minimize the expense of prolonged parallel operations, and help insure that package operation will be accurate and trouble-free. Application of a number of progressively designed testing procedures helps insure that any problems that may exist are detected at an early stage, and at minimum cost.
8.0 PACKAGE TESTING

8.1 Testing Issues And Goals

Testing is an essential part of the installation of a software package. Thorough testing should provide assurance of the package's reliability.

One significant advantage of off-the-shelf software packages is that their reliability may often be greater than that of custom-developed systems. If an off-the-shelf package has had many previous users, program errors have often been found and corrected.

A primary concern during software package installation is identifying and eliminating input errors. A number of factors can affect the accuracy and suitability of input data. Incorrect or inadequate training can result in employees entering incorrectly formatted data or inappropriate commands. If file conversion is faulty, data can be lost or incorrectly stored. Poorly planned interfaces between the new package and organizational procedures can result in incorrect data entry or lost paperwork. Thorough testing identifies and enables correction of these circumstances.

Testing should be done in several stages so that problems are detected as early as possible in the installation process. The earlier that problems can be identified and corrected, the sooner a package can be fully installed. The software package should not be counted on for any critical function or report until testing is completed and parallel operations have resulted in at least one trouble-free cycle.

Testing is treated separately from performance evaluation, which is discussed in Chapter 7, although their purposes overlap. The goal of acceptance testing is to insure that the package performs as expected and that it is sufficiently reliable and accurate to support its application. Performance evaluation is more concerned with optimization of package performance with respect to organizational goals and circumstances.

The following is a guide to package testing for the functional manager. In most cases, testing is overseen by data processing personnel, but the manager should be aware of the procedures and issues involved. If the package is small, or testing cannot be overseen by data processing personnel, the following may be used as a guide to conducting package testing. A more detailed discussion of all aspects of the testing process can be found in NBS Special Publication 500-136, "An Overview of Computer Software Acceptance Testing" and in the Federal Information Processing Standards.
Publication (FIPSPUB) 101, "Guideline for Lifecycle Validation, Verification, and Testing of Computer Software."

A detailed test plan should be written that lists every test to be performed and the data fields that should be checked after each test. Acceptance criteria should be specified in precise terms to insure that the package meets all requirements. Testing should be scheduled, and personnel assigned for file-checking. A vendor representative should be present during specifications matching and sample data testing to help resolve any immediate problems.

Parallel operations offer the greatest degree of protection against damage. Other measures are less adequate but still valuable. If testing is done in the order presented, testing costs are minimized, and the most potentially damaging problems can usually be circumvented in early stages of package evaluation. Table 11 presents a summary of the tests discussed.

Table 11 - Software Package Testing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TESTING TYPE</th>
<th>TESTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRE-INSTALLATION TESTING</td>
<td>System walk-throughs, Benchmark testing, Trial Use, File conversion program validation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INSTALLATION TESTING</td>
<td>Specifications matching, Sample data testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POST-INSTALLATION TESTING</td>
<td>Parallel operations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.2 Pre-installation Testing

A number of tests should be conducted before the installation plan is drafted to help insure package functionality and reliability. They include system walk-throughs, benchmark testing, and file conversion program validation. These tests are helpful in identifying issues the installation plan will have to treat. Testing of the
file conversion program, if there is one, can help insure that data processed by the package is correct. These preliminary tests help insure that the period of parallel operations will not have to be extended. Since parallel operations are expensive to conduct, installation costs can be significantly reduced if they are required for only two or three cycles.

8.2.1 System walk-throughs

A system walk-through consists of tracking each type of data through a software package, using package documentation as a guide. It is a preliminary form of package testing that can help identify potential problems of data storage and processing.

Special attention should be given to the points of interface between the software package and organizational components, specifically where data originates, which people handle it, where it is stored, and which organizational and system functions require its use. Any unclear or unaccounted-for steps should be resolved in the installation plan. The same process should be followed for package outputs.

8.2.2 Benchmark testing

Benchmark tests check a package's performance to insure that it conforms to package specifications. Generalized computer programs are used to enter data into the package and check the accuracy of basic calculations; the timing and accuracy of data storage and retrieval functions; and file and memory limitations.

Off-the-shelf software packages have usually undergone benchmark testing before they are marketed. Unless extensive modifications have been made to the program, or testing results are untrustworthy, additional benchmark testing is usually unnecessary. Generally, it is safe to forego benchmark testing of a software package if it is widely used (more than 100 users) and has a sound reputation. However, if an off-the-shelf package has been extensively customized, it may be a good idea to do benchmark testing to insure that customized features do not interfere with the package's processing and do not contribute errors of their own. When customizations are performed by the vendor, such benchmark testing is usually done before the package is delivered to the customer.
Benchmark testing may be of limited use because it does not accurately simulate the actual working environment in which the package will be used. Certain kinds of often-used calculations may not be invoked by benchmark testing, and actual processing may move and manipulate data in ways that a benchmark test cannot simulate. However, it can be helpful in identifying package data handling and storage limits and in testing basic calculations employed in package enhancements.

8.2.3 Trial use

Many vendors allow as much as 30 days' trial use of a package before purchase. If the new package does not require extensive modification or new hardware, trial use allows the user to see how well the package can be integrated into the environment in which it will operate and how well it meets organizational needs.

Every function likely to be used if the package were to be permanently installed should be employed. If possible, user personnel should operate the package; their comments may be useful in deciding whether to purchase the package and whether modifications may be needed. If trial use of a package is planned, some basic level of employee training should be arranged so that employees are able to operate the package.

Trial use also allows the user the opportunity to see how the package reacts to predictable kinds of misuse. Impossible values should be entered so that error-checking mechanisms can be tested. If more than one key is pressed simultaneously, how does the package react? If no information is entered for a vital field, does the package notify the user? If the system is unplugged in the middle of an operation, can it recover at least part of the information it had processed? Trial use allows these matters—so important for reliable day-to-day use of the package—to be resolved.

Trial use is of limited value in guaranteeing reliability, but it does allow hands-on use of the package. If organizational resources and time constraints allow, it is recommended. If trial use is employed, the following factors should be explored:

- Is the package relatively easy for operators to use?
- Is all output accurate and in conformance with organizational standards?
8.2.4 File conversion program validation

If file conversion will be computerized, it is vital that the conversion program be tested before files are entered into the package. A variety of sample data should be run through the file conversion program, and test files should be retrieved from the new system and checked to ensure that they have been accurately transferred. If possible, this should be done before package installation, because installation could be delayed if the file conversion program needs to be altered.

8.3 Installation Testing

When the package has been installed, a series of tests should be performed to insure package reliability. These tests, which are described below, are specifications matching and sample data testing.

8.3.1 Specifications matching

After entering a small amount of prepared sample data, check the various outputs of the package and make sure they are correct and in acceptable formats. Files should be retrieved as specified in the package contract specification. Reports should match any special forms on which they are printed, and all required output should be generated correctly from the test data. Any deviations from specifications should be reported immediately to the vendor.

8.3.2 Sample data testing

This test calls for the new software package to process information so that package output may be checked. Again, a small amount of test data should be used, albeit more than for specifications matching. Sample data should be entered in every field that will be employed when the package is in full use; it is best to compile test data before the package has been installed so that this stage is not unduly time-consuming. Make sure that the output conforms to the output of current manual and/or automated procedures. If the
new package has error-checking features, "impossible" values should be entered to insure that the package catches them.

Generate samples of every report or other output for every function that will be used, and check the results against those obtained from current procedures. If there are problems, they should be listed and presented to the vendor or package support personnel.

8.4 Parallel Operations

Once the package has been installed, and the initial checks described above have been made, the package should be used to process current transactions. Until package reliability is absolutely assured, current procedures should continue concurrently. Package output should be compared to the results obtained from current procedures, and all discrepancies should be noted. It is best to check every file that has processed a transaction so that all mistakes are caught.

Later, mistakes can be traced to determine whether they were due to the new package or to operator or user error. All mistakes not attributed to human error should be referred to the vendor; they will help the vendor trace the problems that caused the errors.

It is customary to conduct parallel operations for several cycles, until at least one entirely satisfactory cycle has been completed. If organizational cycles are unusually short or long (shorter than two weeks or longer than a month) the package's processes should be closed out biweekly to create an artificial cycle. If the data being processed is absolutely critical, as with accounting or payroll programs, longer parallel operations may be called for.

All functions should be invoked at the end of every cycle, including those that are only used annually or quarterly (e.g., production of W-2 tax reporting forms), and output should be checked carefully.

Parallel operations, as can be seen, place unusual demands upon an organization's resources and thus require careful planning. If temporary personnel will be hired to assist in conducting parallel operations, arrange for this before the package is installed. To the greatest degree possible, permanent employees should be devoted to working on the new software package so that they can become familiar with its use. However, there should be enough monitoring of temporary personnel to insure that former procedures are being conducted correctly.
If problems are found, they may affect file data, so all system files should be checked for accuracy before current procedures are discontinued.

8.5 Package Acceptance

After testing has been completed, all problems identified should be satisfactorily resolved by the vendor. The contract should be reviewed to insure that the package is in total conformance with the specifications, which can be used as a checklist of minimum package performance.

When the package is formally "accepted," the vendor has contractually fulfilled all its installation obligations. Before accepting the package, it should be deemed adequate in all respects and information should be correctly processed in all fields. It might be helpful to draft a set of acceptance criteria before the package is installed to be sure that all important factors are considered.

If vendor performance has been less than satisfactory, the package should not be accepted. If the vendor proposes to deal with any problems at a later date, it should be understood that acceptance will be deferred accordingly. If the vendor absolutely will not, or cannot, bring the package within specifications, any financial penalties the contract allows should be invoked. If the vendor's performance is still unsatisfactory, it is often helpful to contact the firm that developed the package; they may have a technical understanding of the package that the vendors cannot match, or may be able to exert pressure on a vendor/distributor that will result in better vendor performance. Beyond this, sanctions and remedies should be sought through the legal system.

8.6 Conclusion

This report presented a framework for software package evaluation, selection, and installation. Component tasks were described, along with the activities to be performed at each step of the process and the decisions to be made. If the selection process is systematically planned and executed, and key personnel -- managers, technical people and users -- are actively involved at each step, the result should be the effective, satisfactory incorporation of the software package into the organization.
APPENDIX I

STEPS IN THE PACKAGE SELECTION PROCESS

STEP ONE : REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS

1. Formation of the requirements analysis team
2. Definition of current procedures
3. Identification of constraints
4. Estimation of package life

STEP TWO : THE REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT

1. Development of functional specifications
2. Documentation of requirements

STEP THREE : IDENTIFICATION OF CANDIDATE PACKAGES

1. Identification of candidate packages
2. Selection of packages for intensive analysis
3. The make-or-buy decision

STEP FOUR : ASSESSMENT OF SUPPORT NEEDS

1. Documentation review
2. Modification support review
3. Installation support review
4. Training support review
5. Maintenance support review

STEP FIVE : PACKAGE SELECTION

1. Solicitation of proposals
2. Proposal evaluation
3. Package quality evaluation
4. Vendor evaluation
5. Support evaluation
6. Cost-benefit analysis
7. Final package selection

STEP SIX : CONTRACT NEGOTIATION

1. Package contract negotiation
2. Support services contract negotiation
3. Specification of performance guarantees
4. Determination of compensation arrangements
**STEP SEVEN : PACKAGE INSTALLATION**

1. Formation of the installation team  
2. Identification of installation issues  
3. Package customization  
4. Employee training  
5. Transition to new package/procedures  
6. Implementation of back-up procedures  
7. Post-installation performance evaluation

**STEP EIGHT : PACKAGE TESTING**

1. Identification of test goals  
2. Performance of package testing  
3. Package acceptance
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**Applied Mathematics Series**—Mathematical tables, manuals, and studies of special interest to physicists, engineers, chemists, biologists, mathematicians, computer programmers, and others engaged in scientific and technical work.

**National Standard Reference Data Series**—Provides quantitative data on the physical and chemical properties of materials, compiled from the world's literature and critically evaluated. Developed under a worldwide program coordinated by NBS under the authority of the National Standard Data Act (Public Law 90-396). NOTE: The Journal of Physical and Chemical Reference Data (JPCRD) is published quarterly for NBS by the American Chemical Society (ACS) and the American Institute of Physics (AIP). Subscriptions, reprints, and supplements are available from ACS, 1155 Sixteenth St., NW, Washington, DC 20056.

**Building Science Series**—Disseminates technical information developed at the Bureau on building materials, components, systems, and whole structures. The series presents research results, test methods, and performance criteria related to the structural and environmental functions and the durability and safety characteristics of building elements and systems.

**Technical Notes**—Studies or reports which are complete in themselves but restrictive in their treatment of a subject. Analogous to monographs but not so comprehensive in scope or definitive in treatment of the subject area. Often serve as a vehicle for final reports of work performed at NBS under the sponsorship of other government agencies.

**Voluntary Product Standards**—Developed under procedures published by the Department of Commerce in Part 10, Title 15, of the Code of Federal Regulations. The standards establish nationally recognized requirements for products, and provide all concerned interests with a basis for common understanding of the characteristics of the products. NBS administers this program as a supplement to the activities of the private sector standardizing organizations.

**Consumer Information Series**—Practical information, based on NBS research and experience, covering areas of interest to the consumer. Easily understandable language and illustrations provide useful background knowledge for shopping in today's technological marketplace.


*Order the following NBS publications—FIPS and NBSIR's—from the National Technical Information Service, Springfield, VA 22161.*


**NBS Interagency Reports (NBSIR)**—A special series of interim or final reports on work performed by NBS for outside sponsors (both government and non-government). In general, initial distribution is handled by the sponsor; public distribution is by the National Technical Information Service, Springfield, VA 22161, in paper copy or microfiche form.